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Nakusp Heritage Register - Summary Report  

Introduction 
The Village of Nakusp has a rich and well-documented history beginning with its foundation 
in 1892. Initiating a Heritage Register that recognizes 18 sites of value to community 
residents is a strategic move to preserve local awareness and pride in a time of shifting 
population and demographics. The Heritage Register will also act as a catalyst for heritage 
tourism initiatives in a struggling economy. This report documents the stages and results of 
the Heritage Register project initiated in August 2009 and completed February 2010.  

 

 

Project Funding and Selection Of Qualified Consultant  
In July of 2009, the Village obtained funding from the BC Heritage Branch to develop a 
Community Heritage Registry. A request for proposals was advertised and in August the 
Village awarded a contract jointly to Hobson and Associates, heritage consultant approved 
by the BC Heritage Branch, and Affirming Workplace Solutions Inc. See Appendix A for the 
letter of engagement and work plan. Consultants were to deliver the following work: 
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1. Preparation of a Community Heritage Context Statement 
2. Selection of 18 candidate sites for detailed analysis 

3. Primary and secondary research on the 18 sites   
4. Development of a values framework for the register 

5. Completion of statements of significance for the18 sites 
6. Completion of electronic records for the 18 sites as per the standards of the Historic 

Places initiative 
7. Public input on the selection and evaluation process 

8. Preparation of a report to Village Council     

Community Consultation and Communication 
Eight organizations with expertise about Nakusp culture and heritage, economy, tourism, 
governance and planning were invited to participate on a community interest committee. See 
Appendix B for list of committee members. Four committee meetings occurred, as follows: 

1. August 21, 2009: Robert Hobson familiarized the committee with the nature and 
purpose of a heritage registry, project terms of reference, legislation, deliverables, and 
roles. The committee completed an initial review of potential heritage sites, using 
options identified for the Village of Nakusp Official Community Plan, adopted in 
April 2008. 

2. September 23, 2009: The committee reviewed a draft statement of historical context 
and draft heritage themes and provided input to these documents. After approval of 
the themes, potential heritage properties were evaluated based on their fit with these 
themes. 18 candidate sites and 12 alternate sites were selected. The committee has a 
total of 94 sites available for future consideration.1 See Appendix C for list of sites. 

3. December 8, 2009: The committee approved the revised historical context statement 
and heritage themes, and provided input to the first nine statements of significance. 
Robert Hobson explained the purpose of a Heritage Commission. 

4. January 29, 2010: The committee provided input to the remaining nine statements of 
significance, and revisions for all documents to date. In addition to the heritage 
themes determined in September, mandatory themes for the Heritage Register were 
selected for each of the 18 sites. The committee prepared for the public information 
session in February. 

A significant decision of the committee was to focus this project on properties that reflect the 
commercial and institutional history of the Village, in particular those situated on or near 
                                                
1 12 alternate sites, as well as 82 historical homes are included in Appendix C 
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Broadway Street in the downtown core. The Village will be best able to develop a walking 
tour of the Village using these sites and promote heritage tourism.  

See meeting minutes in Appendix D. 
Communication about the project to the wider community consisted of: 

1. Press release posted on the Village of Nakusp website Sept 17/09 

2. An editorial article appearing in the Sept 23/09 edition of the Arrow Lake News 

3. Article in Village of Nakusp Fall 09 Newsletter 
4. Articles published in Arrow Lake News about two of the candidate heritage sites. 

These were prepared by Arrow Lakes Historical Society (committee member 
Rosemarie Parent), in recognition of Heritage Week. 

5. Letters sent from the Village to candidate property owners at three different stages of 
the project 

6. Notices of public information session posted on Village of Nakusp website and in 
newspaper editions of Arrow Lake News (Feb 3, 10) and Valley Voice (Feb 10).  

7. Committee members acting as ambassadors in the community for the project  
8. Consultation with property owners regarding history and features of sites 

9. Minutes of each committee meeting provided for Village of Nakusp Council 
meetings, available to the public. 

10. Public information meeting held at the Nakusp Provincial Courthouse, Feb 18, 2010. 
Robert Hobson gave a presentation to members of the committee, members of Village 
Council, property owners of the sites, and the general public.  41 people attended the 
session, which included: 

a. Description and purpose of a Heritage Registry 
b. Heritage themes for Nakusp 

c. Overview of the 18 Statements of Significance for the candidate heritage sites  
d. Invitation to audience to comment and ask questions. 

e. Invitation to audience to identify potential future sites 
See Appendix E for communication documents above. 

Historical Context Statement And Heritage Themes  
The consultants and committee developed a thematic framework for the Nakusp Register, 
based on the Parks Canada National Historic Sites of Canada Thematic Framework.  Firstly, 
archives and publications from Arrow Lakes Historical Society, along with other sourcesi, 
were reviewed to develop an historical context statement. See Appendix F.  Using the context 
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statement, they identified relevant heritage themes. See Appendix G. Candidate sites were 
then evaluated to determine fit with the context statement and themes.  

Research And Documentation Of Heritage Sites 
The consultants commenced archival and field research on each of the 18 sites in September 
and continued through January 2010. Information was obtained from the extensive collection 
of archival documents, maps, photographs, and published material at the Arrow Lakes 
Historical Society. Census records, interviews with property owners, Village assessment 
records, and material gleaned from external publications and the Internet provided additional 
data.  

Members of the committee, property owners, and Village staff provided information on past 
owners and uses. Special thanks are due to Rosemarie and Milton Parent of the Arrow Lakes 
Historical Society for their helpful edits and guidance. 
Research parameters comply with the Canadian Register of Historic Places, Document 
Standards Handbook and all documentation has been entered into the database template 
provided by BC Heritage Registry. Neil Wilton was helpful in this regard.  

Location requirements have been satisfied with GPS coordinates for each site, as well as 
legal property descriptions, dimensions, and property identification numbers (PIDs). Archival 
images were obtained for all but two of the sites, as well as contemporary images. Tom Dool 
at the Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK), produced a map of Nakusp which 
highlighted the heritage sites. 

Statements of Significance 
Using the heritage context statements, heritage themes, and research documentation, Robert 
Hobson prepared Statements of Significance for the 18 sites. Following the format dictated 
by the Historic Places Initiative, Statements of Significance comprise three parts:   

1. The Description of Historic Place provides a general description of what the formal 
recognition applies to. 

2. The Heritage Value explains why a historic place has aesthetic, historic, scientific, 
cultural, social, or spiritual importance for past, present or future generations.  

3. The Character Defining Elements are a list of how the heritage values are 
manifested in such elements as the materials, physical layout, uses, or cultural 
associations of the historic place.  

The Statements of Significance were reviewed and revised by the committee and will form a 
central part of the Heritage Register documents. See Statements of Significance in Appendix 
H. 
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The Heritage Register documentation includes an additional 30 fields providing information 
on each site, including location, historic or common names, significant dates, alterations, and 
a section on supplemental information such as the history of ownership. Historic and current 
themes are also identified.  This information was placed in an electronic database which will 
be available on the Village of Nakusp website. It will also be deposited in the BC Provincial 
Register, and ultimately in the Canadian Record of Historic Places.   

Formation of a Heritage Commission  
In order to maintain and expand the registry, as well as recommend and support Heritage 
initiatives within the community, Village Council formed a Heritage Commission with by-
law #925-2010, passed on February 9, 2010. The following residents have been appointed as 
founding members of the Commission: 

1. Councillor Cam Leitch 
2. Rosemarie Parent 

3. Milt Parent 
4. Bill Barrow 

5. Dennis Stanley 
See Appendix I for Heritage Commission By-law. 

Conclusion and Recommendation 
The Heritage Register will form the cornerstone of future heritage initiatives that benefit the 
local economy and increase community pride. The Village of Nakusp is asked to formally 
accept the Nakusp Heritage Register, consisting of the 18 candidate sites and all required 
documentation.  

The owners of the properties will then be contacted and given copies of the Statements of 
Significance for their properties. 
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Appendix A – Letter of Engagement and Work plan 
Finalized on Village of Nakusp letterhead, and signed Sept 3/09 

August 17, 2009 

To: Robert Hobson and Affirming Workplace Solutions Inc.  

This letter confirms our engagement with you to establish a Community Heritage Register for the 
Village of Nakusp. 

The project start date is August 17, 2009 and completion date is Feb 28, 2010. Project deliverables 
are: 

• Documentation for Nakusp heritage register properties that meets the standards for inclusion 
on the BC Register of Historic Places (BCRHP) and nomination to the Canadian Register of 
Historic Places (CRHP).  

• Conversion and transfer of no less than 18 community heritage register records in an 
electronic and paper format satisfactory to the Heritage Branch. 

• Documented context statement identifying community heritage values 
• Evidence of active participation of a committee of key community members  
• Assistance in formation of a Heritage Commission, subject to Village approval 
• Two public consultation sessions completed; initial information and input session, and final 

presentation of registered sites 
• Work plan submitted by Sept 15/09 
• Progress report by Nov 15/09 addressing all aspects of the project to date  
• Final report addressing all aspects of the project by Feb 28, 2010 

Reports and other communication should be sent to the attention of Bob Lafleur, Chief 
Administrative Officer. 

Total fees and disbursements for the engagement are $20,000, and will include: 

• Travel & accommodation for Robert Hobson  
• Advertising for public meetings 
• Meeting expenses (room rental, refreshments, etc)  
• Consultant fees: Net of expenses above, to be split equally between Robert Hobson and 

Affirming Workplace Solutions Inc. 
Fees will be paid as follows: 40% upon Village receipt of Progress report, and the final 60% upon 
Village receipt of final report.  

Please sign your acceptance on the following page. The Village is excited about formally recognizing 
its significant historical places. 

_______________________________________ 

Village of Nakusp 
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WORK PLAN FOR VILLAGE OF NAKUSP HERITAGE Register 
PROJECT 

Service Contract C10-HPC01 
 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK DATE DUE 

Search and selection of qualified consultant  
1. Advertise for consultant in Arrow Lake News and follow up on 

inquiries. 
2. Obtain names of consultants with proven experience in developing 

community heritage records using documentation standards for BC 
and Canadian Registers of Historic Places as per Schedule C of 
service contract. Requested through professional network and Bob 
Parliament and Berdine Jonker of BC Heritage Branch.  

3. Telephone interview potential consultants. 
4. Make selection: Robert Hobson in collaboration with Corinne 

Tessier of Affirming Workplace Solutions Inc. 
5. Sign letter of engagement (copy attached) 

 

Aug 14/09 

Project start date  Aug 17/09 

Involvement of community: Formation of community interest 
committee 

1. Decide on the ideal committee size (6-8)  

2. Invite representation from community organizations that are 
knowledgeable about and interested in Nakusp culture and 
heritage, economy, tourism, governance and planning. Build on the 
work of numerous committees that developed the Nakusp Official 
Community Plan (OCP). A contact list of selected committee 
members is attached.  

3. Host an introductory meeting to explain the heritage Register 
project, legislation, deliverables and roles. See attached 
PowerPoint presentation. The committee will meet 3-4 times as 
well as share their knowledge of heritage sites.  

4. Document minutes of each meeting and submit to the Village of 
Nakusp. 
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Preliminary identification of candidate sites  

Obtain list of commercial and institutional historic sites included in 
Nakusp OCP Appendix VII as well as a list of historic homes, as identified 
by Arrow Lakes Historical Society. 

1. Take preliminary photos of sites 
2. Review list of sites and accompanying photos with committee, and 

revise list. 
3. Have committee select candidate sites for the heritage registry. 

Choose 18 plus alternates. 
4. Tour selected and alternate sites to identify defining characteristics 

and usage. 
5. Send a letter to property owners notifying them of their site’s 

candidacy and introducing the project. 
6. Issue a news release about the project and candidate sites. 

  

Aug 21/09 

 
 

 
Aug 20/09 

Aug 21/09 
Sept 23/09 

Sept 3/09 
Aug 31/09 

Sept 4/09 

Submit work plan to Heritage Branch (this document)  

 
Sept 4/09 

Community Context Statement 
1. Review heritage and culture goals and policies in the Nakusp 

(OCP). 

2. Review Heritage and Culture Scan report of Sept 08. 
3. Review available historic records. Use the extensive collection of 

Arrow Lakes Historical Society. 
4. Draft a historical context statement outlining historical events and 

trends for Nakusp (5-6 pages). 
 

1st draft Sept 
5/09 

Heritage Themes 
Develop a thematic framework to organize Nakusp’s history in order to 
identify and place sites, people and events in context. Key themes will be 
based on Parks Canada’s thematic framework: peopling the land, 
developing economies, governing the area, social and community life, 
expressing intellectual and cultural life. 

 
Draft Sept 
20/09 
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Committee approval of context and themes 
Facilitate a working session to review and approve the historical context 
statement and heritage themes and identify elements of community 
heritage values. 
 

Sept 30/09 

Final Identification of candidate sites 
1. Committee assess candidate (and possibly alternate sites) to 

determine if they fit with heritage values, historical context and 
themes.  

 

Sept 23/09 
 

Research and document properties  
1. Research archives and historic books available at Arrow Lakes 

Historical Society for particulars of all candidate properties. 

2. Interview property owners. 
3. Prepare photographs of candidate sites, according to BCRHP 

documentation standards and obtain archival photographs.  
4. Document properties for inclusion in the community heritage 

register as per Sec 954 of Local Government Act. 
5. Ensure documentation is consistent with new documentation 

standards for the BC Register of Historic Places (BCRHP) and 
Canadian Register of Historic Places (CRHP). 

6. Create no less than 18 heritage register records in paper and 
electronic format satisfactory to the Heritage Branch (using 
approved Access database template developed by Fishability 
consultants). 

7. Committee review register records prepared for each site. 
 

 

Oct 1-Nov 
30/09 

 

Progress Report to Heritage Branch 
Outline all aspects covered by the project to date in a draft project report. 
Attach statement of historical context, themes, list and photos of candidate 
sites.  

 

Nov 30/09 

Draft Statements of Significance Jan 31/10 
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1. Draft a statement of significance for each candidate property, 
describing the historic place, stating the related heritage values, and 
listing the character defining elements that express the heritage 
values.  

2. Review statements with committee. 
 

Public consultation meeting 
1. Advertise a public meeting/open house. 

2. Personally invite property owners of properties listed in the 
community heritage register. 

3. Present and explain the community heritage register to members of 
the public and obtain their input. 

4. Provide the documented community heritage register to the Village 
for adoption by Village Council, as required by Local Government 
Act. 

5. Provide suggestions to Village for potential members of a Heritage 
Commission. 

 

Feb 15/10 

Formally notify property owners 
Draft a letter for Village signature, formally notifying property owners that 
their property is listed on the Nakusp community heritage register and BC 
Register of Historic Places.  

 

Feb 28/10 

Final Report to Heritage Branch 
1. Submit the project document (18 sites) in hard copy format.  
2. Submit a copy of the Village of Nakusp resolution adopting the 

community heritage register 
 

Feb 28/10 
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Appendix B – Community Interest Committee 
 

Rosemarie Parent 

Milt Parent 

President  

Author/historian 

Arrow Lakes Historical Society 

Beth McLeod Community 
Coordinator  

Nakusp & Area Dev Board & Tourism 
Advisory Committee 

John Perkins President Senior Citizen’s Association Branch 71 

Kim Reich or alternate: 
Val Hill Marilyn Rivers 

President 
 

Chamber of Commerce 

Patti Adam Chair Nakusp & Area Development Board 

Chair, School District #10 

Karen Hamling Mayor Village of Nakusp 

Sharon Montgomery of the Nakusp and District Museum was unable to attend meetings, but 
assisted with research and was included in project updates. 
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Appendix C: Sites for Nakusp Heritage Registry 

Final 18 candidate sites 
 

Current occupant Date built & original 
owner/occupant 

Changes to structure 

Leland Hotel 1892 92-4th Ave SW 
Nicks Place 1899 as Presbyterian Church, then 

United Church 
93-5th Ave NW 

Bon Marche Dollar Store 1904 – Burns meat market 416 Broadway Street 
Our Lady of Lourdes 
Catholic Church 

1905 96-5th Ave NW 

Court House 1910 Court House & provincial 
building housing police, jail, forestry 

415 Broadway Street 

Library & Museum 

remnants of sternwheeler 

1912 school 

 

92-6th Ave NW 

Treasure Trove/Masonic 
Block 

1922 Masons 317 Broadway Street 

Awakening Health & 
Prima Materia stores 

1922 – Edwards block 320 Broadway Street 

Nakusp General store 1924 – Lodges (ice cream parlour) 302 Broadway Street 
What’s Brewing cafe 1925 Morrison’s pool hall 420 Broadway Street 
Legion Hall 1932 Built by volunteer labour 94-4th Ave NW 
True North 1933 Pine Lodge 119 Broadway Street 
Cut Rite Meats & Deli 1943 Hakeman’s Garage 212 Broadway Street 
Spicer’s Farm  97 Nelson Ave SW 
Waterfront walkway Location of shipyard, CPR terminal 

prior to flooding of the lake 
 

Nakusp Hot springs, 
facility, source and 
Kuskanax Creek Trail 

 Hot Springs Road 

 

Cowan House  1895 Genelle/Goupille/Cowan 608 Broadway Street 
Maxfield house 1924 Moseley house 83 Broadway Street 
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Potential future sites for the Registry 

See attached document 
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Appendix D – Committee Meeting Minutes 

Committee Meeting 1 
Heritage Register Project 

Community Interest Committee Minutes 
August 21, 2009 

Present:  
Karen Hamling, Mayor, Village of Nakusp 
(Chair) Robert Hobson, Heritage Register Consultant  
Beth McLeod, Community Coordinator, Nakusp & Area Development Board/Tourism 
Advisory 
Milt Parent, Author, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Rosemarie Parent, President, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Kim Reich, President, Chamber of Commerce 
Corinne Tessier, Consultant, Affirming Workplace Solutions 
Regrets: 
Patti Adams, Chair Nakusp & Area Development Board   
John Perkins, Chair, Seniors Citizens Assoc. 
Meeting duration 9:00 am to 10:45 am 

1. Introductions of committee members and consultants 
2. PowerPoint presentation (attached) by Robert Hobson covering:  

a. Description of a Heritage Register and its significance for the community 
b. Deliverables 
c. Benefits 
d. Legislation 
e. Process and schedule (attached) 
f. Statements of significance 
g. Context statement 

3. Selection of candidate sites. The committee reviewed photographs of potential 
sites within the community, discussed their history and significance, and selected 18 
candidate sites. It was decided that the focus for this project would be on institutional 
and commercial sites. Subsequent Register projects and additions could focus on 
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heritage homes and other sites. A list of sites is attached, with candidate sites 
highlighted. It was suggested that the candidate sites would make a good walking 
tour for the Nakusp downtown area. It was also suggested that a ʻname the 
waterfrontʼ exercise could be conducted with residents, subsequent to a public 
presentation.  

4. Role of the committee: 3-4 meetings from August to February to review heritage 
themes, determine heritage values, and provide knowledge of local sites and their 
significance to the community.  

5. Next steps:  
a. Develop a context statement (Corinne) and themes (Robert) for committee 

review. 
b. Karen to request names of property owners of candidate sites 
c. Corinne to draft an information letter to property owners, to be sent by Village 
d. Next meeting TBA. 

Committee Meeting 2 
Heritage Register Project 

Community Interest Committee Minutes 
September 23, 2009 

Present:  
Karen Hamling, Mayor, Village of Nakusp 
(Chair) Robert Hobson, Heritage Register Consultant  
Beth McLeod, Community Coordinator, Nakusp & Area Development Board/Tourism 
Advisory 
Milt Parent, Author, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Rosemarie Parent, President, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
John Perkins, Chair, Seniors Citizens Assoc. 
Marilyn Rivers, Executive Director, Chamber of Commerce 
Corinne Tessier, Consultant, Affirming Workplace Solutions 
Regrets: 
Patti Adams, Chair Nakusp & Area Development Board   
Meeting duration 3:30 PM to 5:50 PM 
A. Review of draft heritage context statement 
Committee members provided the following comments on the draft: 
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1. No concrete evidence exists of permanent native occupation of Nakusp, though it is 
recognized that natives hunted, fished, and camped here. Historically, Nakusp is 
considered Sinixt territory. Review Randyʼs Bouchardʼs book on natives in the area. 
Revise sections referring to native populations to reflect what is known and agreed upon.  

2. Nakusp was virtually created overnight. 
3. Context requires more focus on physical growth of community; how properties were 

situated within the geographical context. Need an original map as part of context 
statement. 

4. There were always community groups and a nucleus of volunteers who accomplished 
things for the community, just as there are today. Volunteer labour and donations built 
infrastructure, as opposed to this coming from a municipality and its tax base.  

5. Suggestion to read ʻSquire of the Kootenayʼ referring to Bert Herridge. 
6. Emphasize the huge impact of the flooding, and how it slowed growth.  
7. Community kept surviving despite economic ups and downs; it was resilient. Could 

always sell poles through the depression.  
8. Need to indicate that there has been no logging since January 2007.  
9. Context statement does not really indicate the driving factors behind the communityʼs 

survival. It would involve a different and lengthier exercise to determine these factors. 
10. From an artistic perspective, the views in Nakusp are better than those in Nelson or New 

Denver. Emphasize the value of the scenery. 
11. Context statement needs to relate more closely to heritage themes, identify key 

transition points, and be written in full sentences.  
12. Spelling of names and other errors require correction.  
13. The final draft, which will be about 6 pages, will be free of errors. 

Corinne will integrate the above comments into the draft and committee members will 
provide her with any additional comments. 

B. Review of heritage themes 
Committee members reviewed and provided comments on the following seven heritage 
themes suggested by Robert Hobson. These themes were derived from the context 
statement and within the framework provided for the Heritage project. 
1. Governing the Village: comment - Governance; there was a customhouse and a mining 

recorder from the beginning, as 90% of miners were from US. 
2. Economic Development: comment - The Celgar boom and use of advanced 

technology could be emphasized more. The entire infrastructure built in late 60ʼs and 
early 70ʼs was due to the work and income created by Celgar. 
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3. Peopling Nakusp: comments - revise to indicate the nomadic or seasonal occupation of 
natives. Indicate population increase due to Celgar boom. 

4. The Village and the Lake: comments – emphasize the extent of devastation which 
affected two generations of families, the CBT formation, that Nakusp received funding in 
90ʼs to develop waterfront, the current commercial development of waterfront, and note 
that the reservoir makes it unique. 

5. Expressing Culture: comment – Include music, plays, Nakusp Hot Springs. 
6. The Evolution of Broadway: comment – Broadway ends at the community park. 
7. Transportation and the Port of Nakusp comments- Nakusp is still a transportation hub 

with three highways. Transportation affected the layout of the town, as well as its decline 
with the east/west routes becoming prominent over the north/south ones. 

Committee approved the themes. See attached, with revisions as per comments above. 
Committee members will provide any additional comments to Corinne. 

C. Review of candidate sites and associated values 
Committee members reviewed the 18 candidate sites and determined how each site is 
valued in relation to the heritage themes, as follows: 

1. Leland Hotel, 1892: Valued as it is the oldest continuously operating wooden hotel 
in BC, providing shelter to people engaged in economic activity on the lake; 
shipbuilding, railway, mining. Relates to themes of Economic Development, Village 
And The Lake, Transportation and The Port Of Nakusp, Peopling Nakusp, Evolution 
Of Broadway. 

2. Nickʼs Place, 1899:  as a Presbyterian and later a United Church, value in relation to 
people and cultural development. Served as Lord Minto Restaurant for a time. 
Relates to themes of Expressing Culture, Peopling Nakusp, and Evolution Of 
Broadway. 

3. Bon Marche Dollar Store, 1904: Pat Burns, of famous Burnʼs Meats, ran his store 
here and in many other towns in BC. Relates to themes of Economic Development, 
Evolution on Broadway, Peopling Nakusp 

4. Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church, 1905: Continuity of use, Mrs. Parent 
solicited donations from miners to help build the church. Relates to themes of 
Expressing Culture, Peopling, and Evolution on Broadway. 

5. Nakusp Provincial Courthouse, 1910: Valued as an example of early wooden 
provincial government building, continuous use in relation to justice and 
government,) beginning with a mining recorder, police quarters and jail). Valued as 
the structure is mostly original. All registrations were completed at the building, 
including births, deaths, marriages, hunting, fishing, forestry, mining, firearms, drivers 
license. Relates to themes of Governing the Village, Economic Developing, Peopling 
Nakusp, Evolution of Broadway.  
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6. Library and Museum, 1910: Centennial Building. Valued as a meeting place or hall 
for cultural events, as a school, and the Village Office. Represented the standard 
two-room schoolhouse built by the province to handle increase in children post WWII 
and immigration. Capacity of 50 students per classroom. Relates to themes of 
Peopling Nakusp, Evolution on Broadway, Expressing Culture, Governing the 
Village. 

7. Treasure Trove/Masonic Block, 1922: Masonʼs Hall on Broadway. Masons usually 
had dual uses for their buildings, and rented out commercial space on lower floor to a 
lawyer, flower shop, drug store, CIBC Bank, post office. Relates to themes of 
Expressing Culture, Evolution on Broadway, Economic Development. 

8. Awakening Health & Prima Materia stores, 1922: Was original Edwardʼs Block on 
Broadway. Space used for numerous types of businesses over the years; telephone 
company, real estate, groceries, drug store, TV store. Relates to themes of 
Economic Development, Evolution of Broadway. 

9. Nakusp General Store, 1924: Played role in Broadway becoming a more active 
commercial street in 1920ʼs. Mostly original, though siding has changed. Originally 
Lodges Ice Cream Parlour. Relates to themes of Economic Development, Evolution 
of Broadway. 

10. Whatʼs Brewing Café, 1925: On Broadway, hasnʼt changed. Used as Morrisonʼs 
pool hall, barber shop, doctorʼs office. Relates to themes of Cultural Expression, 
Economic Development, Evolution on Broadway. 

11. Legion Hall, 1932: amended for accuracy Feb/10 Built with all volunteer labour and 
served as the community hall for numerous sports activities and cultural events: 
dances, plays, and movies Constructed with a gallery running around the inner 
perimeter, and which is now hidden by dropped ceiling. Movie projection room was 
constructed to reduce risk of fire. Relates to themes of Expressing Culture, Peopling 
Nakusp. 

12. True North/NACFOR, 1933: amended for accuracy Feb/10 was Pine Lodge (and 
Odlan Lodge for a short time), first boarding/rooming house where people stayed a 
longer time. Had a sitting room and piano. Cabins were out back as well. Housed 
teachers. Rumours of a ghost. Has original hardwood floors, stairway, and banister. 
Subsequently used for hairdresser, Music Fest office, and Community Forest office. 
Relates to themes of Cultural Expression, Evolution on Broadway, Economic 
Development. 

13. Cut Rite Meats & Deli/ Harvest Thyme, 1943: Hakemanʼs Garage. Original garage 
built in 1920ʼs. Valued as one of the first two garage stations in town, and also 
served as bus stop. Provided continuity as a gas station up until 1970ʼs. Relates to 
themes of Transportation and Port of Nakusp, Evolution on Broadway, Economic 
Development. 

14. Spicerʼs Farm, 1892 amended for accuracy Feb/10 Valued for continuity of 
economic contribution and as the last remaining link between the Village and the 
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lake. Near the site of Genelle mill operation. First owned by Sam Henry, as a market 
garden operation, at time when Chinese not allowed to own land. Sam had four 
wives and accumulated a large tract of land. Second the Buesnel brothers with Bay 
View dairy. (one was called the ʻwifeʼ). Third, Chris and Jean Spicer (botanist) ran 
produce farm (still operating) including dried flowers. Interesting cluster of buildings 
remains, including Genelle house and 1930ʼs barn with original dairy equipment and 
structure. Spicer plants attract different types of birds. Spicerʼs donated land where 
current hospital is located. Relates to themes of Economic Development, Village and 
the Lake, Expressing Culture. 

15. Waterfront 1892: amended for accuracy Feb/10 Valued for primary significance in 
development of Nakusp. Location of shipyard, CPR terminal, most impacted by 
flooding of lake. Has a soil/cement waterfront now and paved walkway. Relates to 
themes of Village and the Lake, Transportation and the Port of Nakusp, Economic 
Development. 

16. Nakusp Hot Springs (source and facility) and Kuskanax Creek Trail and bridge: 
amended for accuracy Feb/10 Important recreation area for families throughout 
Village history. Frequented by Doukhabors, Japanese.  Relates to themes of Cultural 
Expression, Economic Development (tourism). 

17. Cowan house, 1895: Continuity of earliest residents, Goupille (Mrs. Cowan). 
Contains fretwork with wood from Genelle Mill. Resident did fancy painting on 
sternwheelers built in Nakusp. Home on Broadway in excellent shape. Relates to 
themes of Peopling Nakusp, Transportation and Port of Nakusp, Economic 
Development. 

18. Moseley house, 1924: Home on Broadway built a little later than other places with 
this type of architectural style.  Moseley, a farmer, had the second green house 
operation in town. Relates to themes of Expressing Culture (architecture), Evolution 
on Broadway, Economic Development. 

D. Next steps 
1. Committee members will provide any additional comments on the historical context 

draft and themes to Corinne.  
2. Corinne will research particulars of each property, with input from committee 

members, and Robert will use this information, as well as outcome of todayʼs 
meeting, to draft the ʻStatements of Significanceʼ.  

3. A few of the property owners are concerned that they will not be able to make 
changes to their property. Corinne will meet with each owner to address any 
concerns.  

4. ALHS/Corinne will search for internal and external courthouse plans or blueprints 
and learn more about aspects that are original and source of materials. 

5. No meeting date set, as it will be a few months before statements of significance are 
ready for the committee to review. 
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Committee Meeting 3 
Heritage Register Project 

Community Interest Committee Minutes 
December 8, 2009 

Present:  
Karen Hamling, Mayor, Village of Nakusp 
(Chair) Robert Hobson, Heritage Register Consultant  
Beth McLeod, Community Coordinator, Nakusp & Area Development Board/Tourism 
Advisory 
Milt Parent, Author, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Rosemarie Parent, President, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
John Perkins, Chair, Seniors Citizens Assoc. 
Kim Reich, President, Chamber of Commerce 
Corinne Tessier, Consultant, Affirming Workplace Solutions 
Regrets: 
Patti Adams, Chair Nakusp & Area Development Board   
Meeting duration 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

A. Project update and schedule 
The committee is one month ahead of schedule, with 9 statements of significance 
completed by November 30th. After the December break, we will likely be back on schedule. 
Remaining nine sites will be completed by Jan 31/10. 

Robert Hobson explained work that had been completed, as well as and the purpose of the 
statements of significance. These are a condensed version of the longer documentation 
available in our research and need to relate to the heritage values/themes.  
All research documentation will be provided to committee members and will be available on 
the Heritage Register database once approved. 

B. Review of drafted Statement’s of Significance 
Committee members reviewed nine statements of significance and provided comments as 
follows:  

1. Leland Hotel 1892: Leland was the same size as the Grand originally. The Grand 
was to the east of the Leland and called the Madden House. Include more about the 
architecture. Find out when liquor license first granted.  
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2. Bon Marche Dollar Store, 1904 Morrison had his barbershop and pool hall in here 
for a time. 

3. Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church, 1905: no changes 
4. Nakusp Provincial Courthouse, 1910: Show in first paragraph that construction 

was completed in 1910. Note that Gillett was a Mayor of Nelson. Try to find original 
architectural drawing to use for the Heritage report cover. Consider having public 
open house/information session with heritage sites in the courthouse as part of its 
100th anniversary year. 

5. Library and Museum, 1910: Museum started in 1967, not 2002. Find out when the 
Village had its offices in this building. 

6. Treasure Trove/Masonic Block, 1922. Include information on the designer George 
Keys. Include information the Lodge room inside the building.  

7. Awakening Health & Prima Materia stores, 1922: no changes 
8. Cut Rite Meats & Deli 1943: Reference James Hakeman as 45-year agent of 

Imperial Oil Esso distributorship on the waterfront. Mention original garage that was 
run by Collier.  Find out when the greyhound started and stopped in Nakusp 

9. Spicerʼs Farm, 1892. Lots were east of Nelson Ave. A piece of the Spicer farm 
eventually included a small part of the original Genelle mill land where the road cut 
off Genelle mill land. Joseph Goupille built the Genelle house, now on Spicer farm, in 
1897. He is the same person who did the fret work on the Cowan house. Robert 
would like more info on Sam Henry. 

C. Missing information on remaining sites 

Archive photos are missing for the Cowan house, Maxfield house, and ʻWhatʼs Brewingʼ. Milt 
and Rosemarie will try to find ones for Maxfield and Whatʼs brewing. 

D. Revised Historical Context Statement 
This has been condensed from the original draft and can be used for reference on future 
candidate sites. Rosemarie and Milt provided some corrections to Corinne.  

E. Heritage Commission 
Robert provided a handout describing a community heritage commission. The commission 
replaces the advisory committee and is appointed by Village Council. The Village needs to 
decide what powers to give the commission, as well as how many members they want. 
Corinne will ask Mayor Hamling. The Commission should collaborate with other groups in 
town who are interested in facilitating heritage strategies and activities, such as those 
outlined in the Arts and Culture Review and the Tourism Plan. 

D. Next steps 
1. Milt and Rosemarie will help find missing information, noted above. 
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2. Robert will complete remaining nine statements of significance, in preparation for the 
next meeting on January 29/09 from 9 to 11 am. 

Committee Meeting 4 
Heritage Register Project 

Community Interest Committee Minutes 
January 29, 2010 

Present:  
Patti Adams, Chair Nakusp & Area Development Board   
Karen Hamling, Mayor, Village of Nakusp 
(Chair) Robert Hobson, Heritage Register Consultant  
Beth McLeod, Community Coordinator, Nakusp & Area Development Board/Tourism 
Advisory 
Milt Parent, Author, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Rosemarie Parent, President, Arrow Lakes Historical Society 
Corinne Tessier, Consultant, Affirming Workplace Solutions 
Regrets: 
John Perkins, Past-Chair, Seniors Citizens Assoc. 
Kim Reich, President, Chamber of Commerce  
Meeting duration 9:00 AM to 11:50 AM 

A. Review of draft Statement’s of Significance 
Committee members reviewed the remaining nine statements of significance (SOS) and 
provided comments. All changes were incorporated into the SOS. 
The relationship of each property to Broadway (i.e. west of, south of, etc.) and other main 
streets was included for all SOSʼs.  
Clarification is still required on the actual boundaries and status of the Hot Springs property. 
Karen Hamling will provide information from the latest appraisal report to Corinne. 
Clarification is required on the Cowan house owners. Corinne will consult with Milt and 
Rosemarie. 

B. Revised Historical Context Statement 
Revisions circulated prior to the meeting were accepted. 
New content corrections submitted by Rosemarie and Milt: 

• p3 under Early Civic phase -1st parag line 6 - Smuggler was built at the coast and 
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was brought here and used  

• p7 - Post War Era-2nd parag - high school was not built until 1957 

• p8 - Under A new identity-include Jean Spicer, and Chris Spicer did the ceremony of 
dedication. 

• p8 Under Today-2nd parag - please include archives  

• Service area of Nakusp –was discussed. See note below. 
Additional corrections during meeting: 

• Corrections to spelling and grammar, locations. 

• Nakusp service area includes about 5000 people, North to South from Trout Lake to 
Edgewood and east to west from Silverton to Wakup creek. The area is the same as 
School District 10 area. 

• The name of MLA was removed. Mayor was added. 
Robert will provide additional reference sources to Corinne. 

C. Mandatory themes for each site 
The committee selected themes for each site, using the Heritage Canada list of themes. 
These were included in the documentation for each site.  

D. Heritage Commission 
Council passed the first reading of By-law 625-2010 to create a Heritage commission. It 
cannot pass final reading until the members are selected. Mayor Hamling asked Rosemarie 
and Milt Parent if they would join the Commission, and they accepted. Two more public 
members are needed. Karen will speak to other committee members prior to asking new 
people.  
The duties are outlined in the by-law and the Commission will make recommendations to 
Council, such as suggesting new Heritage sites. 

• One idea Rosemarie presented was having a walking tour of the heritage sites for 
the upcoming CBT Cultural Tour this summer.  

• Council or the Committee may wish to prepare a Heritage Tourism strategy. Robert 
Hobsonʼs expertise in this area could be sought, and there may be funding available 
through the province. 

Corinne will provide the Heritage Register database template, along with the 18 sites, to 
Milt. 

E. Public Information Session 
The Mayor and Council have been invited, as have property owners and their lessees. A 
notice will appear in the newspapers. Corinne is preparing a handout and banner to 
commemorate the Courthouse Centennial year.  
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Committee decided to have a list on hand of additional sites that have potential for being 
included on the Register in future. People will be invited to review and add to this list.   
Robert will make a half hour presentation; he will introduce Council and Committee 
members, describe the Heritage Registry, introduce the 18 sites, ask for questions and 
comments, and explain next steps in the process.  
Robert will draft a resolution for Council to accept the Heritage Register sites, which is on 
the Council agenda for Feb 23/10. 
Corinne will make handout packages with the 18 sites, including photos and statements of 
significance. 
We will have a cheese/cracker plate, as well as coffee/tea/juice as it is between 5 and 7 pm. 
Beth McLeod offered to help with preparation. 
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Appendix E– Communication Documents 

Press Release for Village of Nakusp Website 
‘Community Heritage Register project is underway’ 

The courthouse and the library-museum are just a few of the sites, which provide evidence of 
Nakusp’s rich history. Thanks to the Heritage Branch of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture 
and the Arts, the Village has received a grant to include 18 local heritage sites in the BC 
Register of Historic Places. The focus for this initial register will be on institutional and 
commercial buildings that were identified in the Official Community Plan. If the Village 
obtains future grants, there are many historic homes that could be included in the community 
heritage register. 
What this means for owners of these sites is that their properties would be highlighted in 
tourism materials and may be eligible for grants to support refurbishment of their buildings. 
Owners will always be free to make any changes they wish to their properties, as there are no 
restrictions on a registered site, as per Local Government Act Sec. 954.  The Village will 
notify owners if their property is being considered as a candidate for the heritage register, and 
a public session will be held in February to present candidate sties. 
Moving through the Register process will give Village residents a better understanding of 
why and how they value their history and historic places. A community interest committee 
has been formed to explore heritage values and select sites that fit these values. Committee 
members represent Arrow Lakes Historical Society-Rosemarie and Milt Parent, Chamber of 
Commerce-Kim Reich, Nakusp and Area Development Board-Patti Adams, Senior Citizen’s 
Association-John Perkins, Tourism Advisory Committee-Beth McLeod, and Village of 
Nakusp- Karen Hamling. Robert Hobson, an expert in heritage Register process and Chair of 
the Union of BC Municipalities, and Corinne Tessier, of Affirming Workplace Solutions 
have been contracted to complete the project.  

For more information about the community heritage register program, see 
http://www.tca.gov.bc.ca/heritage/local_government/planning_progs/community_register.ht
m or contact Corinne Tessier at 250-265-9951 or ctessier@affirmingworkplace.ca 
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Editorial article in the Arrow Lake News Sept 23/09 

 

Article in Village of Nakusp Fall 09 Newsletter 
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Notice of Public Information session 
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Articles published in Arrow Lake News on three candidate heritage sites 
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Letters to candidate property owners 
 

 

September 1, 2009  

 

Name of property owner 

Name of property (if applicable)  

Address of property 

 

Dear name of property owner 

Thanks to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts, the Village of Nakusp has received 
a grant to include local heritage sites in the BC Register of Historic Places. As the owner of  
insert candidate property name we would like to introduce you to the process. 

Your property has been identified as a candidate for the community registry, along with 17 
other properties (see list attached). If your site succeeds in being registered, particulars about 
your property would be included on a provincial database and highlighted in tourism 
materials. You also may be eligible for future grants to support repairs or refurbishment. You 
will always be free to make any changes you wish to your property, as there are no 
restrictions on a registered site, as per Local Government Act Sec. 954.   

The Village has contracted with heritage consultant Robert Hobson and Corinne Tessier to 
complete the process, with the support of a local committee. You may be asked for 
information about the history of your property and its architecture, and photographs will be 
taken of its exterior. You will also be personally invited to a public information session. 
Please feel free to contact Corinne Tessier at 250-265-9951 or 
ctessier@affirmingworkplace.ca with any questions you may have.  

We are pleased that we can formally recognize sites of historical significance to our 
residents, and anticipate benefits for the Village.  

 
 

 
Karen Hamling, Mayor 
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January 29, 2010 
 

Insert name of property owner 

Insert name of property (if applicable)  

Insert address of property 

 

Dear insert name of property owner 

The Nakusp Heritage Register project has been progressing successfully and we now invite 
you to a public information session. Your property, along with 17 others, will be presented as 
a candidate site for the registry. 

The information session will be held at the Nakusp Provincial Courthouse, 415 Broadway 
Street, Nakusp BC on February 18th, from 5 to 7 PM. The Courthouse has just reached its 
100th year of continuous service to the community and is a fitting venue for the event. 
During the session, heritage expert Robert Hobson will explain the purpose of a Heritage 
Registry, provide information and photographic images for the 18 candidate sites, and invite 
comments and questions from the public. It is not required that you attend, but it would be 
good if you could. 
Subsequent to the presentation, the Village of Nakusp will be asked to formally accept the 
candidate sites into the Nakusp Heritage Registry. Once your site has been accepted, you will 
receive a letter of notification. As stated in our Sept/09 letter to you, this means that 
particulars about your property would be included on the Provincial Heritage Register and 
may be highlighted in tourism materials. You also may be eligible for future grants to support 
repairs or refurbishment. You will be free to make any changes you wish to your property, as 
there are no restrictions on a registered site, as per Local Government Act Sec. 954. 

Please contact Corinne Tessier at 250-265-9951 or ctessier@affirmingworkplace.ca if you 
plan to attend.  

 
 

Karen Hamling, Mayor 
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Appendix F Nakusp Historical Context Statement  

Formation and evolution – indigenous peoples and explorers  
When the glaciers receded from the last Ice Age 10000 years ago, people began to pass 
through the Arrow Lakes Valley. Over the millennia, four main Aboriginal tribes occupied 
and travelled through the area to hunt and fish. They were the Sinixt, the Shuswap, the 
Okanagan, and the Kutenai. Native artifacts such as pestles and arrowheads continue to be 
found along the lake. The native population called the area Nkwusp. 

Finian McDonald, one of David Thompson’s men, was thought to be one of the first 
European visitors to the Arrow Lakes, when he landed just above Revelstoke in 1811.  

Pre-settlement – prospecting and mining exploration 
The Big Bend Gold Rush (above Revelstoke) brought the first of many steamers (1865) up 
the Columbia River. Nels Demars, a prospector during the rush, was the first known white 
man in the Nakusp area after the early explorers. With a stampede of American prospectors 
into the Slocan valley after the discovery of rich lead, zinc and silver deposits, the Canadian 
government realized that they needed railways, roads, towns and communication facilities to 
maintain control of resources. Wealthy businessmen and the CPR were drawn to the area for 
its growth potential. In 1888 the Columbia Transportation Company began providing boat 
service on the Arrow Lakes and rivers, starting with the Dispatch, then adding the Marion, 
SS Lytton, SS Kootenai and SS Columbia.  

Nakusp provided a natural entry point to the mines in the Slocan Valley. Midway between 
Nelson and Revelstoke on the Columbia River, and connected by a trail forged by natives 
through the Summit pass to the head of Slocan Lake, the three mile wide bay and waterfront 
of Nakusp became a transportation hub. In 1892, the government paid $30,000 to build a 
wagon road from Nakusp to Slocan. That same year, CPR submitted plans for a railway from 
Nakusp to Three Forks. 

First European settlers (1890-92)  
The first European settlers arrived in 1890.    Demers returned, and owned land near Arrow 
Park. The earliest farmers around Nakusp were the Borgat brothers, who ran Rock Island 
Ranch, with fruit trees and dairy cattle. Waves of various European immigrants followed 
over the next six decades, attracted by jobs and the fertile land. 

Pre-town site- founding of Nakusp in 1892 
The fledgling port of Nakusp sprang to life as a community when Tref Nault and his workers 
from Quebec began clearing waterfront and the town site of Nakusp in 1892.  

Government architects designed the town plan much as it is today, except for the waterfront. 
75 ft wide Broadway was designed as the main commercial street and all the streets had 
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names, rather than the numbers they have today. Each block had 10 lots.2 The waterfront area 
was preserved as an industrial and marine strip, though businesses were attracted to it too. 

To help situate the community of Nakusp, the Crown granted land in 1893 to the Columbia 
& Kootenay Steam Navigation Company (CKSN) and to the Canadian Pacific Railway 
(CPR) – in return for agreeing to run and operate a rail line into the town. 3 The steamship 
company and CPR split odd and even lots in town.  

Settlement took shape in 1892 when five hotels were built to accommodate the early 
craftsmen and labourers constructing the boats and railway. The Leland is the only one left 
today and is possibly the oldest continuously operating wooden hotel in BC. The Genelle 
brothers built the first sawmill on the waterfront to supply the timber for the railway. The 
first post office also located on the waterfront – on Bay Street, which was to usurp Broadway 
for a time. 

Early town site development (1893-1900) 
In 1893 the town site was put up for sale. Though the price of silver was already declining, 
25’ lots sold for as much as $300 each. There was speculation that Nakusp would become a 
mining town. At least a dozen mines were operating in Slocan and three quarters of the ore 
was now passing through Nakusp, Prior to a smelter being built in Trail, much of the ore 
went by ship and rail to the US smelter in Tacoma, Washington via Revelstoke and 
Vancouver. The completion of the Nakusp-Slocan railway generated a frenzy of new 
business activity, with a customs house, station agent office, real estate office, stores, butcher 
shop, a blacksmith shop, and a few residences being erected on or just above the waterfront. 
Almost all development activity was centred on Bay St, though leading businessman Thomas 
Abriel started constructing buildings in the other direction from Broadway, offering a shift 
away from waterfront. 

Daily visits by sternwheelers and rowboats crowded against steamers anchored in the 
harbour, and resulted in a new wharf in 1894. The Columbia & Kootenay Steam Navigation 
Co (CKSN) undertook major shipbuilding at Nakusp, launching the SS Trail and the SS 
Nakusp, and the tugboat Columbia (2nd one). In 1897 CPR purchased the CKSN vessels and 
booming shipyard and built the SS Kootenay, SS Rossland, the SS Minto. The SS Nakusp 
burned in 1897. New ships were always needed to replace those regularly lost on a river 
system where sandbars and ice made it difficult to navigate, and fires took their toll.  
 

                                                
2 Name changes to streets in 1947: Nelson (unchanged), Denver became 1st, Edith became 2nd, Grace became 
3rd, Slocan became 4th, Pine became 5th, Lake became 6th, Columbia became 7th, Beach became 8th 
3 Originally Crown granted to Columbia & Kootenay Railway & Navigation Company, but a compromise was 
made. Subsequently Lots 397 and 398, comprising the town site of Nakusp were split between CKSN and CPR 
interests. 
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CPR gained control of railway transportation in the area too, after a battle for supremacy with 
US interests. The Nakusp & Slocan Railway was transferred to CPR after a race to build 
track to Sandon. CPR built a branch line from Slocan Junction to the end of Slocan Lake, and 
connected Nelson with Revelstoke through Nakusp. They also built the Revelstoke-
Arrowhead line, and after buying the new smelter in Trail, started the Columbia & Western 
Railway. Primarily due to railway construction, the lumber industry grew. As mining activity 
dropped off, the Genelle mill became the employment mainstay for Nakusp and a minor fur 
industry was active. 

In 1893 primarily single men (many Americans) made up the population between 1500-2000. 
Nakusp began as a rough boomtown with very few civic-minded families and no birth rate. 
The only local law and order was Fred Jordon, the first Justice of Peace, and Mr. Fauquier, 
the first constable. Despite this, pioneering residents made headway in improving the quality 
of community life (Abriel, Madden, Jordon, Goupille, and later, Cowan, Parent). The first 
school was built on Broadway in 1893 (later became St. Mark’s Anglican Church). That 
same year, Dr. Williamson ran the first hospital out of a small lumber house, and R.T. 
Lowrey produced the first newspaper, The Nakusp Ledge. A telegraph service operated. 

Spiritual and cultural needs were addressed too. The Catholics, Presbyterians, Union 
Sabbath, Methodists, and Episcopalians offered services during these years. Donations of the 
faithful financed the building of the ‘Robertson Presbyterian church’ in 1898. Out of the need 
for a safe, respectable place to host local meetings and entertainment away from the bar and 
waterfront bustle, a spacious hall for local meetings and entertainment was built in 1893. 
This later became the Knights of Pythias Hall.  Concurrently, six brothel houses on Slocan 
actively served much of the population. Nakusp had its first concert in 1893 and dancing was 
common at the hotels. People enjoyed the water too. Some caught 40 lb salmon in rowboats. 
Locals who could not afford a first class sternwheeler trip up the lake to the springs at the 
new Halcyon Hot Springs Sanatorium (1894) made the trek up to the Nakusp hot springs 9 
miles from town. People resisted private ownership of these springs, even after Ellen 
McDougald registered a mineral claim on the land in 1897. 

Early Civic phase - Levelling off from early frantic activity (1900-1906) 
The mining hype of the 1890’s dwindled for several reasons.  BC labour law of 1899 and a 
new miners union struck a blow to investors and strengthened ownership by larger 
corporations who could afford to mechanize. Prospectors took off for the Klondike Gold 
rush. When the price of silver dropped in 1906, many mines stopped production. Lumber 
became the major economic activity, and local shipbuilding focused on tugboats that brought 
the timber booms to the mill. Yale and Irene were built in Nakusp. Operation of trap lines 
added to the economy. 

Local timber was used to rebuild after fire struck buildings in town, including all of the 
hotels but the Leland. People started investing in surrounding property as interest in 
agriculture grew. The town site itself was an ancient riverbed composed of sand and 
cobblestone, which was not suitable for crop growing, except for the rich soil on the 
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southeast.  Sam Henry bought 160 acres of this land down to the waterfront in 1904 and 
operated a market garden, even though Chinese were not allowed to own land.  Others took 
advantage of the Amended Land Act allowing a pre-emption of 160 acres and heavy 
advertising by land companies brought in prospective farmers from 1903-06. Land value was 
going up and gradually blocks started fitting together into a rich farming community. The 
influx grew the resident population from 300 in 1900 to 500 in 1903. Nomadic native people 
spent a few months in the area each year. 
Two schools downtown educated the increasing number of children, but treating disease was 
an issue as there was no real health facility. In 1905, local Catholics built our Lady of 
Lourdes Church, and the Drama Club started. People enjoyed baseball and other sports newly 
introduced to the community.  

Late Civic phase – growth of local ownership (1907-1913) 
CPR still has considerable economic control in the area with ship building (SS Whatshan, SS 
Bonnington) railway operations, and ownership of land, but Nakusp residents organized 
effectively to strengthen and protect the interests of the town. The Board of Trade formed in 
1909 and resisted CPR’s application to obtain rights to most of the waterfront below the 
town. They also successfully pressured the BC government to build roads connecting the 
commercial centre with the outlying districts of Brouse, Glenbank and Burton, against CPR 
opposition. The Board of Trade took on most issues of the town and served like a governing 
body, as Nakusp was not incorporated. They convinced the BC Dept of Public Works to 
build a public wharf, extend Broadway Street to Nelson Ave and the cemetery, and put in 
wooden sidewalks (1907). A trail to the hot springs was also developed due to their influence 
(1912).  A visit from Premier McBride led to the construction of a one story, wood frame 
government building in 1910, housing a jail, courthouse and government office. 

New mills sprang up to meet the demands of a growing forestry industry. The new Lindsley’s 
Pole Yard was shipping flagpoles to England. The hotels were full with loggers and the mill 
employed many nationalities. Forestry practices were becoming more innovative, 
incorporating a tramway and a small power plant to run a mill.  

Though Nakusp in 1910 had small domestic development compared to its industrial base, 
immigrants from Eastern Canada, Holland, Germany poured in to buy 40 acre parcels from 
land companies once they learned fruit would grow in the area (i.e. Nakusp Orchards 
subdivision).  Later, many from England came to buy 20-acre parcels. Farmers organized to 
promote their produce and address common issues (Arrow Lakes Farmers Institute 1907). 
Nakusp held its first Fall Fair in 1910 and the Fair Building was erected in 1911 for 
agricultural exhibitions. The Women’s Institute formed in 1911 to address needs of the town. 
In response to the growing population the first hospital was opened in 1910 (Dr. Mossman) 
and was followed by a new two room provincial school in 1912 (Centennial building). 
Business expanded to serve them; Canadian Bank of Commerce (1909), barbershop, pool 
hall, men’s wear, restaurant, ice cream parlour, butcher shop (Pat Burns of Burn’s meats) 
first Co-op (1914), and boarding house. Nomadic native people who had previously traded 
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furs and fish in the area were becoming more integrated; some were hired to work at Tom 
Abriel’s Home Ranch and bought clothes and guns at commercial outlets.  

Tourism was increasing each year and social and recreational pursuits were becoming more 
organized. Abriel built the Opera House (1910), which became known as one of the best in 
the Kootenay’s for dancing. Nakusp had its first brass band in 1911. New associations 
actively served the social needs in town; Knights of Pythias, Masons, Recreation 
Association, Rifle Club, Sewing club. Outings were popular, along with baseball, 
horseracing, football, ‘greasy pig’, chopping, sawing, races, and aquatic sports. The 
Methodists had a big influence in the community, and the Lutherans, Catholics, and 
Presbyterians were active. 

Mini-telephone system in 1910 and Dominion Government Telegraph service (1912)  

Slow growth during and after WWI (1914-1919) 
Nakusp men joined the 54th Regiment for the Kootenays and went off to WWI. The influx of 
immigrants halted and some families left, losing properties to delinquent taxes. Land sales 
dropped. Nationalization of the railway, along with the new Kettle Valley Railway running 
east and west to Vancouver, bypassed small centres located in the Arrow and Kootenay 
Lakes valleys running north and south. Reduced boat traffic and prohibition hurt local 
business, particularly hotels. However, ranches and lumbering maintained modest economic 
growth in the area. Lindsley’s pole yard was one of the biggest in the world for several years. 
More buildings and businesses emerged on Broadway and the Nakusp Retail Trader’s 
Association was active. 
During the war, the Nakusp hot springs became a big source of recreation. By 1915 there 
were 250 people at once using the springs. People packed up on horses and camped in the 
area. Allegiances were retained to four active churches; Anglicans, Catholics, Presbyterians, 
and Methodists, and clubs continued to meet.  

Economic recovery (1920-1928) 
Men returned from the war and began to rebuild and/or purchase farms. Immigrants 
followed, particularly Slovakians and Czechoslovakians. Many of the pioneer’s children 
started marrying and having families. Nelson Avenue filled up with homes and four schools 
served the increasing number of children. Land in Nakusp was now on four levels; 
waterfront-industrial, agricultural upper Glenbank area, Brouse/Crescent Bay region, and 
sandy rocky delta best suited to commercial and residential town. 

Though the CPR continued to sell lots, they still owned much of the land and exercised 
control. Lack of incorporation meant no central control by the town. Organization and 
services came from the efforts of numerous associations and the donations of residents. 
Farmers associations postponed the end of orchard farming. They shipped produce by train 
and organized fall fairs with up to 1000 entries. The Board of Trade successfully lobbied the 
provincial government to make the Nakusp hot springs a provincial park (1925) and start an 
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electrical power plant. Enterprising entrepreneurs like Sid Leary helped make Nakusp a 
valuable lumber manufacturing centre and logging trucks were introduced. When Sid became 
Liberal MLA (1924), he influenced the building of new roads to Rosebery (1924) Vernon 
through the Monashee Pass (1925) Nelson (1927), and the beginning of the road to 
Revelstoke (1927). Conservative MLA Fitzsimmons also helped with road building. People 
in communities were being brought closer together again. With greater mobility, competitive 
sports grew and were united under the Recreation Association (hockey league, ski jumping, 
tennis, etc.). Art and culture received a lot of organized attention (music, movies, bands, 
drama, dancing, library). Residents benefited from radio, a new water system, electrical 
power, telephones, a new hospital and the new Arrow Lakes News (1922). 

Increases in automobile use brought demand for more services and aggressive building starts. 
When fire destroyed buildings on Bay Street in 1922 and the Masonic Lodge was built on 
Broadway, joining the courthouse, Abriel’s complex, Arrow Lakes Supply, and others, the 
move uptown was irreversible. Edwards Block (1923) and Collier’s Garage (1928) were 
added later. Forestry suffered from forest fires and became more dependent on American 
markets, but demand for telegraph poles remained high. Shipbuilding continued with the 
construction of barges, the assembly of SS Rosebery and SS Beaton and with the maintenance 
of dredges.  Fewer ships plied the lakes. 

Decade of debt - Depression and its aftermath (1929-1938) 
Starting from 1929, when the projected timber cut was 12 million feet, forestry declined to 
the point where the main mills went insolvent in 1938.  Only government loans allowed 
logging to continue, and small home mills kept operating too. People stayed afloat by making 
poles and logs as well as hunting, fishing, growing produce, producing poultry and reviving a 
few small gold mines in the area. They fared better than people experiencing drought on the 
prairies, some of whom immigrated to Nakusp during this time. 
With little disposable income, the ‘poor man’s hot springs’ became more important for 
recreation. Better trails and facilities at Nakusp Hot springs attracted more tourists. Sports 
played a huge role in keeping community spirit up.  New sports emerged - badminton, 
basketball, boxing club, wrestling, and a Rod and Gun club. The Nakusp Recreation Park 
was developed (1931) and the first nine-hole golf course opened up. People were resourceful 
with materials. They constructed new buildings with materials from ones that were torn 
down. Two impressive new buildings were the Pine Lodge, (1932) and the volunteer built 
Legion Hall (1932). Associations and clubs stayed strong. The Women’s institute, the only 
club that was not an offshoot of a men’s club, celebrated its 20th year in Nakusp in 1929. 
Health care continued to be a challenge. The hospital was averaging 120 operations a year, 
yet doctors and dentists kept coming and going.  

The CPR kept reducing the number of boats serving the lakes, leaving only the SS MInto. 
The roads, including the new Nakusp to New Denver one (1930) and the new Greyhound bus 
service, kept people connected. Nakusp’s key geographical location as the Gateway to the 
Kootenay’s became apparent.  
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WWII Economic turn-around (1939-1945) 
When Sid Leary was appointed to Minister of Public Works, his ambitious provincial road 
works and tourism promotion did not leave Nakusp behind. He also restarted the pole yard 
when the market for cedar improved. Locally, the Arrow Lakes District Board of Trade was 
still the de facto town council. Their efforts led to the reclassification of the hot springs area 
as a Class C park (1939), a bridge built over the Kuskanax Creek, an extension of Bay Street 
from the shipyard to highway south, and the installation of blacktop and lighting on 
Broadway Street. 

Locals were salvaging and rationing to support the war effort, especially with their 
homemade jam. When most young Nakusp men left for war after the invasion of Pearl 
Harbour, Japanese workers sustained the logging industry. Sports maintained their 
prominence in the community. The Recreation Association upgraded the Fair building and 
maintained a good skating rink. Broomball was introduced and the Nakusp Yacht Club 
started up in 1945. 

The BC Power Commission was formed and the development of the Columbia River for 
hydropower was announced, though few paid attention.  

Post War Era –civic growth and modernism (1946-1959) 
Rationing lifted and demand for housing, services, and commodities went up. Forestry 
practices and equipment evolved quickly after the war. Tractor dozers, winches on cats, 
landing craft, and chain saws were introduced. Additional small mills were erected. The 
forestry industry was flourishing and was the employment mainstay for Nakuspites. The BC 
government gave Celgar timber rights up the Columbia River and Arrow Lakes, in return for 
Celgar building a large new pulp mill at Castlegar. In preparation, logging roads, trucking, 
and methods for offloading and transporting were upgraded, including the road to Summit 
Lake. Celgar built a new road from Nakusp to Galena Bay and another to the Hot Springs. 
Service shops were needed for the growing array of trucks and logging equipment. Numerous 
other businesses opened in town and the Board of Trade became the Chamber of Commerce 
in 1952. Farming however, declined through the 50’s. 

With the baby boom, School District #10 was formed (1949) and two new schools were built 
- an elementary and a high school (1957). The large old school was renamed the Centennial 
Building and became a home for the library, museum and town offices (1958). The Kinsmen, 
Rotary, Women’s Institute, and other clubs were very active. Many events, fundraisers and 
concerts were held, particularly to finance the construction of a community arena. 
Unfortunately this collapsed, but the Curling club built an artificial ice rink. Boy Scouts, Girl 
Guides, and Teen town were popular and the first Queen of the Arrow Lakes was crowned in 
1948. Anglicans, Catholics and United were very active and a new United Church was built 
(1959). Townspeople obtained other important services during this period; ambulance, public 
health nurse, fire truck and hall, new post office, movie theatre, credit union, RCMP 
headquarters, and a rough aircraft runway. 
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The waterfront underwent major transformation. At the beginning of the decade, it was still 
heavily industrialized with pole yards, a mill, shipyard, wharves, bulk plants and CPR 
trackage. First, severe floods diminished waterfront property, including the Buesnel land 
(Spicer’s Farm). The Minto had its last run in 1954 and CPR subsequently dismantled their 
installation. The BC government replaced the CPR wharf with a new public one and started a 
ferry system. The Yacht Club received donated waterfront land. 

River for rent; flooding of the Arrow Lakes (1960-1970) 
Despite the looming possibility that BC Hydro would dam the Columbia River, the new 
Celgar logging operation headquartered in Nakusp spurred development from 1960-65. The 
mill in Nakusp was torn down and all industrial activity moved to Celgar’s new complex at 
Rothwell Bay, which included a dry dock for tug repairs. Log booms were brought down the 
Arrow Lakes by tug to their mill in Castlegar. More roads, better logging equipment, a new 
wharf, and numerous new buildings ensued.  
Active associations and clubs (Kinsmen, Rotary, Chamber, Fire Brigade, competitive sports, 
others) strove to enhance the town, resulting in a new ice rink and sports arena (1970), a new 
golf course (1967), Summit Lake Ski Hill, and the new Arrow Lakes Hospital. With more 
money flowing in, and the desire to exercise more control, the Village of Nakusp 
incorporated in1964, with Joe Parent as the first Mayor. In preparation for flooding, BC 
Hydro cleared the waterfront and packed it with riprap soil cement. They also built a wharf to 
handle 60 vertical ft of rise and fall (1966-67). 

BC Hydro dammed the lakes in 1969 to a level of to1460 ft, higher than the 1446 originally 
thought. Thousands of hectares of productive farmland were lost along the lake, along with 
numerous native archaeological and burial sites.  Thousands of people were forced to 
relocate, and entire towns were submerged. Built on the elevated flood plain of Kuskanax 
Creek, the town of Nakusp fared better than most, losing only two streets, some industrial 
land, and part of Spicer farmland.  Loss of fish in the lake led to an environmental program, 
and in an effort to retain some farm land, Brouse and Glenbank areas were kept as 
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Nakuspites relied on Premier Bennett’s promise for new 
roads and bridges to retain access, but they have never materialized. Galena Bay and Needles 
ferries started. 

A new identity (1971 on) 
Returning the waterfront to nature brought Nakusp full circle. Beach improvements began in 
1987; the Nakusp waterfront walkway was completed in the 1990’s; and the beautiful 
gardens at the waterfront were developed by Jean and Chris Spicer and later, Ray Nikkel. 

Nakusp has survived due to its natural setting and resilience. The forestry industry remained 
strong until the softwood lumber dispute with US and competitive markets forced a decline, 
culminating in the bankruptcy of the main operator in 2007 (Pope & Talbot TFL23).  Smaller 
logging operations continued however and the Nakusp and Area Community Forest 
(NACFOR) started operations in 2008. 
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Local government lobbied hard to sustain the area. NDP MLA Corky Evans and other strong 
leaders helped to create the Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) in 1995 to promote social, 
economic and environmental well being of Canadian regions most affected by the Columbia 
River Treaty. Since 2000, The Village has secured about $7 million in federal and provincial 
grants to refurbish infrastructure; water and sewer, arena and ice rink, and a new wharf. 
High-speed Internet and cell phone service were brought to the Village in 2006, reducing the 
isolation.  
Associations continued to think of new ways to attract interest in the area. The Nakusp Music 
Fest began in 2004 and has successfully grown each year, with attendance topping 6000.  

Today 
Nakusp serves a trading population of about 5000 in addition to an increasingly large number 
of tourists who come for the natural attractions, including the hot springs, the abundant 
outdoor recreation, and the Nakusp Music Fest.  
Today Nakusp is a friendly place where residents smile and greet one another in passing on 
the streets.  A strong sense of community flourishes and town pride is abundant.  Nakusp is a 
unique and attractive place to live that provides abundant opportunity for culture and 
recreation. Newcomers, primarily those from larger centres in BC and Alberta, continue to 
arrive for the lifestyle or retirement. At the same time, younger people and families are 
leaving. Demographics indicate an aging population.  Nakusp has a recreational centre that 
consists of an ice rink, squash courts, curling rink and an auditorium. Arrow Lakes Hospital 
serves the village and surrounding communities. There is an elementary school, a high 
school, a library, historical and cultural archives, museum, and a campus of Selkirk College. 
A new industrial park is in the works, and the hope is that the quality of life and the raw 
beauty of Nakusp will bring a new employer. 

Total area of Nakusp 7.42 km2 (2.9 sq mi) and elevation 480 m (1,575 ft) 
Nakusp population in 2006 was 1524. The Nakusp service area includes about 5000 people, 
from Trout Lake to Edgewood and from Silverton to Wakup creek. The area is the same as 
that of School District 10. 

Village of Nakusp is the municipal governing body; Mayor Karen Hamling 
Sources 

1. Extensive use of archives and publications of Arrow Lakes Historical Society, 
particularly: 

a. Port of Nakusp, Arrow Lakes Historical Society, Nakusp, BC 1992 
b. Bugles on Broadway, A History of Nakusp Part two, Arrow Lakes Historical 

Society, Nakusp, BC 2002 
2. Nakusp and District Museum, Nakusp, BC  

3. Wilson, J.W. (1973). People in the Way. Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press. 
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4. Village of Nakusp History http://www.nakusp.com 
5. BC Tourism website 

a. http://www.hellobc.com/en-CA/CultureandHistory/Nakusp.htm 
b. http://www.travel-british-columbia.com/kootenay_rockies/nakusp.aspx 

6. Statistics Canada 2006 Census 
7. Columbia Basin Trust http://www.cbt.org/About_Us/ 

8. Nakusp, B.C. http://www.Wikipedia.com 
9. The Squire of Kootenay West, Maurice Hodgson; Hancock House Publishers, 

Saanichton, B.C, 1976 
10. Building the West, Donald Luxton ed., Talonbooks, Vancouver, 2003 

11. "jitterbuzz.com", Nostalgic Architecture website 
12. Provincial Archives: records of the Department of Public Works; census rolls 
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Appendix G Heritage Themes 

INTRODUCTION 
The heritage themes for Nakusp are derived from the thematic framework developed by the 
National Historic Sites and Monuments Board for articulating heritage values associated with 
historic sites.  The themes have been refined for Nakusp through a review of the Nakusp 
Official Community Plan, through analysis of the historical trends in the Nakusp Heritage 
Context Statement, and through review by the public committee that provided oversight to 
the Nakusp Heritage Register Project. 

THEME 1:  Governing the Village 
 
 

 
 

 
While prospectors appeared in the 
Kootenays in the early 1860’s, the first 
government presence in the Nakusp 
area occurred in the early 1890’s when 
the CPR began to contemplate a rail 
line to connect the Arrow Lakes with 

Three Forks.  The Provincial Government granted land to the railway and to the Columbia 
and Kootenay Railway and Navigation Company for a town site.  In 1893 the Government 
contracted the Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company to build the railway to Three Forks. 

Although Nakusp grew quickly, the town was not incorporated until 1964.  Thus the work of 
local government fell to the major transportation, shipping and forestry companies that 
dominated the local economy and to various groups of volunteers who worked to improve the 
village, most notably the Board of Trade, which acted as a de facto town council. 

The first and most enduring sign of the Provincial presence in the community was the 
construction of the Provincial offices and courthouse in 1910.  It contained a jail, courtroom 
and government office.   
Related topics:  volunteer groups, political life, public institutions, the law, community 
organizations, public buildings, post office, police, fire, mayors and councils, MLAs and 
MPs 
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THEME 2:  Economic Development 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Nakusp’s economy grew out of its 
strategic location as an entry point to 
the silver, lead, and zinc mining in the 
Slocan Valley.  This spurred the 
growth of the railway and lake 
transportation.  Nakusp was an early 
shipbuilding centre on the Arrow 

Lakes.  With the building of the Nakusp and Slocan Railway in the 1890’s, the town 
prospered and developed an industrial waterfront with a railway station, docks and 
warehouses, timber and pole mills, warehouses, paddle wheelers and barges.  Above the 
waterfront were hotels and saloons, grocers and butchers.  By the early 1900s banks and 
mercantile establishments appeared and a farming community developed, providing fruit and 
vegetables for the rapidly growing immigrant population. 

In the years leading up to World War One agriculture prospered and forestry took over from 
the declining mining industry as the main economic driver for the area.  Shipbuilding reached 
its climax with the construction of the S.S. Bonnington, the last sternwheeler to be built on 
the Arrow Lakes. 

This period also saw the beginnings of tourism with the CPR promoting the hot springs in the 
area. 

Following WW I the business heart of the community moved up to Broadway with the 
construction of an Overwaitea and the opening of pool halls, barbershops, a meat market, and 
other businesses.  Despite the general economic decline, the forestry industry expanded and 
has continued as a mainstay of the local economy.  

The Celgar forestry operation and mill created a sustained boom for the area boom over 
several decades through 60’s, 70’s, 80’s.  Forestry technology advanced during this time.  

Related topics:  gold mining; hard rock mining; logging; retail; ship building; railways; 
agriculture; tourism 
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THEME 3:  Peopling Nakusp 
 

 
 

 
 

 
This theme speaks to the process of 
human settlement in Nakusp, starting 
with nomadic native occupation for 
thousands of years before the first 
European visitors in 1811.  The main 
stages of development are: 

• nomadic indigenous occupation 

• pre-settlement-gold prospecting and mining exploration 

• European settlement(1890-92) 

• pre-town site-founding of town site in 1892 

• early town site development(1893-1900 

• early civic phase-1900-1906 

• 1907-1913-late civic phase 

• 1914-19-WW I and slow growth afterward 

• 1920-1928-economic recovery 

• 1929-1939- depression and its aftermath 

• 1939-1945-World War II and economic recovery 

• post war era-civic growth 

• population increase in 50-60’s related Celgar boom 

• 1960-70-flooding of Arrow Lakes; incorporation 
Related themes:  demographics; immigration; town site development; public amenities 
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THEME 4:  The Village and The Lake 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

This theme speaks to the Village’s 
special relationship with the lake.  
There are three stages of this 
relationship: 

• Nakusp as an entrepot and industrial town:  this represents the early years when the 
waterfront was used for shipping, shipbuilding and transportation facilities 

• the flooded waterfront-this represents the impacts of flooding on the village and the loss 
of agricultural and industrial land. The extent of devastation affected two generations of 
families 

• the public amenity-this represents the renaissance of the waterfront as a public walkway, 
park, and viewing platform 

• the Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) was formed to use some of the revenue from the 
hydroelectric power generation to support affected communities with funding for social, 
economic, environmental development.  Nakusp received funds in 90’s to develop the 
waterfront.  

• current commercial development of waterfront 

• reservoir makes it unique 

Related themes:  Spicer’s gardens; Spicer farm 
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THEME 5:  Expressing Culture 
 

 
 

 
 

This theme speaks to the ways in 
which culture expresses the values and 
beliefs of the generations of citizens 
who have populated the village.  This 
expression is found in: 

• the different residential and commercial architectural styles that have developed over the 
decades (vernacular, Victorian, Edwardian, and modern); of particular interest in Nakusp 
are the boomtown false fronted buildings on Broadway 

• cultural and sporting groups and the buildings and gathering places that supported their 
activities 

• schools and churches 

• the languages and cultural traditions of the many ethnic groups that settled in Nakusp 

• Music and plays 

• Nakusp Hot Springs 

Related themes:  architecture and building design and functionality; community celebrations 
and commemorative events and places; place names; cultural groups; Nakusp Hot Springs 
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THEME 6:  The Evolution of Broadway 
 
 
 

 
 

 
This theme relates to the evolution of 
Broadway as the dominant street in the 
village.  Laid out as a major 
thoroughfare in the town plan, 
Broadway was a rival for the 
waterfront and Bay Street.  With the 

decline of the waterfront after WW I, Broadway began to flourish by the early 1920’s.  The 
earlier construction of the Courthouse and Opera House were also important factors in 
establishing the area’s prominence. Broadway ends at the community park. 

Related themes:  town site plans 

THEME 7:  Transportation and the Port of Nakusp 
 
 

 
 

 
Nakusp has always been a strategic 
location for transportation networks, 
beginning with the native trail linking 
the Arrow Lakes to Slocan Lake.  This 
same route became the location of an 

important rail line to the Slocan Valley and its mines.  Nakusp evolved as an entrepot, where 
rail traffic connected with lake shipping.  Throughout its history, Nakusp has been strongly 
influenced by the advent and decline of transportation modes and routes. Nakusp is still a 
transportation hub with three highways. Transportation affected the layout of the town, and 
affected its decline with the east/west routes becoming prominent. 
Related themes:  railways, shipbuilding, roads and trails 
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Appendix H Statements of Significance 

The Leland Hotel  

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp, 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Leland Hotel is a large three-storey wood-frame commercial structure overlooking the 
Arrow Lake in Nakusp.  Commenced in 1892 and significantly expanded in 1897, it is one of 
the oldest continuously operating hotels in British Columbia. 

Heritage Value 
The Leland Hotel’s significance lies in its association with transportation and economic 
development in the West Kootenays and with the settlement and evolution of the village of 
Nakusp for over a century.  The mining boom of the early 1890’s led CPR to create the town 
site of Nakusp in 1892.  That same year the Provincial Government commissioned a wagon 
road from Nakusp to Three Forks and the Columbia Transportation Company was formed to 
provide boat service on the Arrow Lakes.  Plans were laid for a railway from Nakusp to 
Three Forks.  The new town of Nakusp boomed and five hotels were built in short order.  
The Leland, for a short time called Rathwell House, was the second erected.  It served the 
railway workers, merchants, and shipbuilding crews who poured into the new town but had 
nowhere to live.  Joseph Durragh ran the first bar in 1894 and the hotel received a liquor 
license in 1897. 

In 1897 the modest false fronted structure of the Leland and its neighbour to the east, the 
Madden House, expanded significantly with the construction of two three-storey gabled 
wings to accommodate crews building CPR steamboats at the Nakusp shipyards.  The Leland 
became a social centre for the village, with a restaurant and separate men’s and ladies beer 
parlours.  In the 1940’s the men’s beer parlour was fitted out to look like a log cabin with 
stuffed animal heads on the walls.  The hotel had a large garden, and for some years, a zoo. 
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The hotel is also valued for its architecture, which reflects the evolution of the hotel over its 
life.  Originally a simple two storey wood-framed structure with two side gables, the hotel 
was significantly expanded in 1897 to include a two and one half storey end gabled addition 
and a second two and one half storied hip-roofed section, both facing the waterfront.  Dormer 
windows were added to the original structure and bay windows were incorporated into the 
additions.  An upstairs balcony was also added.  In the 1920’s plate glass windows were 
added to the dining room, the veranda was expanded and the gardens were expanded.  In later 
years there were many interior alterations and the exterior was stuccoed, but the original 
massing of the hotel remains. 
Character-Defining Elements 

• the scale and massing of the three-storey gabled hotel, including the south facing false 
front and the two side-gabled additions 

• the prominent location overlooking the lake 
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The Old Presbyterian Church 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp, 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The old Presbyterian Church is a one-storey gabled wood-frame structure located on the east 
side of Fifth Avenue in Nakusp.  Constructed in 1898 and extended in 1933, the building 
served as a church until 1959. 

Heritage Value:  
The old Presbyterian Church is valued for its association with sixty years of religious life in 
Nakusp and the congregation and ministers who participated in the parish.  First of these was 
Rev. W. J. Booth, a student minister, who arrived in Nakusp in 1897.  Attracting large 
congregations to services in the school, he proposed the construction of a church.  A building 
committee was formed and donations came from many pioneer families, including the 
Muirheads, the Genelles, the Glendinnings and the Kinghorns.  In March, 1898, Mr. Soper 
was contracted to build the church.  He almost met the committee’s demand that it be 
completed in six weeks, as it opened on June 26, 1898. 
Throughout the years the church struggled to survive in a small community with many 
competing faiths, including an active Methodist church.  Not only were attendance and 
finances a challenge, but ministers had to travel long distances to preach in other parishes.  In 
1920 the Methodists and Presbyterians in Nakusp met to plan for a single church.  Rev. 
Wiseman, a Presbyterian minister, began presiding over both churches.  This process was 
formalized across Canada in 1925 when the Methodist, Presbyterian, and Congregational 
churches combined to form the United Church of Canada.  Rev. Mawhinney, a Methodist 
was the first minister to lead the churches in Nakusp under the Union.   
With Church Union, the fortunes of the church improved.  In 1927 there were 45 United 
Church families in Nakusp.  In 1932 the Glenbank church merged with this church.  The next 
year an addition was added to the rear of the building to accommodate a Sunday school.  The 
1950’s were a decade of further growth, with the church involved in many clubs and social 
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activities.  In 1954 Rev. Del Johnstone arrived and plans were initiated for a larger church.  
In 1957 John Salter Allen, Methodist Minister, and his wife gave their home and property to 
the United Church as the site for a new church and manse at a very low price.   In May of 
1958, the sixtieth anniversary of the congregation, the old manse and church were offered for 
sale.  A new church was completed in 1959, with the first gathering in December of that year.  
The old church was converted to commercial uses and has been a restaurant since 1973.   

The old Presbyterian Church is also valued for its simple wood-frame construction and 
vernacular architecture, which evoke an era of boom construction during the early days of 
Nakusp’s history.  A simple structure, residential in character, the church was constructed 
quickly and without pretence.  Built with local lumber, it has few embellishments other than 
its corner boards and decorative windowsills.  The front porch and rear addition reflect the 
evolution of the church. 

Character Defining Elements: 

•  wood-frame front-gabled construction with lap siding and corner boards 

• double-hung windows with decorative sills 

• front porch addition 

• rear addition 
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Bon Marche/Dollar Store 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Bon Marche store is a one-storey side-gabled wood-frame commercial building with a 
false front and a gabled rear extension.  The recognition includes a one-storey extension to 
the store. 

Heritage Value 
The Bon Marche store is valued for its association with the process of settlement in Nakusp 
and the west Kootenays through a succession of businesses that served the population of the 
area.  The original store was built c. 1897 as a butcher shop for Pat Burns.  Burns was active 
in the west Kootenays until 1900 when he moved to Calgary, but he developed a meat 
distribution business that served railway and mining camps.  He established butcher shops in 
Nelson, Kaslo and Three Forks and had a sternwheeler; the Skeena outfitted to transport beef.  
In 1910, an English emigrant, Charlotte Herridge, took over the shop.  Her family lived on 
the premises, with a living room and kitchen in the back and bedrooms upstairs.  The 
Herridge family had a significant impact on the area with Mrs. Herridge’s son Bert becoming 
a long-standing Member of Parliament and playing an important role in the development of 
Nakusp Hot Springs. 

In 1920 Mrs. Herridge opened a clothing and house wares store, which she called “Bon 
Marche”.  Since 1947 it has been operated by members of the Hurry family, a tenure that is 
now in its third generation.   Major additions were made to the building in 1952 to enlarge 
the showroom. 

The building illustrates the simple wood-frame buildings that were built in Nakusp during its 
first building boom.  The original structure had a false front, now covered in wide boards.  
The drop siding on the sides of the building, and the lap siding on the rear living quarters, are 
original.   
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Character-Defining Elements 

• the location of the building on the south side of Broadway 

• the one storey massing of the building with side-gabled roof and a wooden false front 
(the original bracketed cornice and porch have been lost) 

• the one storey concrete block addition 

• the wood-frame rear living quarters 

• display windows 
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Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church is a one storey wood-framed front-gabled church with 
a central bell tower and Gothic Revival windows. 
Heritage Value 
Our Lady of Lourdes is significant as a centre of spiritual guidance and social gathering for 
the citizens of Nakusp continuously for over 105 years.  Built in 1904, it is the only early 
Nakusp church in continuous religious use.  Led by Rev. Father Desire Jeanotte and 
parishioner Alice Parent, the Catholic community raised $1000 for a church in the rapidly 
growing community.  Donations came from local businessmen, from the Genelle mill, and 
from individual donations of $1 to $5 from six logging camps.  Three lots on 5th Avenue 
were purchased. The church was dedicated in October 1905. 
Alterations to the church over the years reflect the growth of the community.  In 1950 a new 
rectory was added, adjoining the church.  In 1954 at the 50th anniversary, volunteers built a 
new entrance and a new altar was installed.  At the centennial in 2004 significant alterations 
occurred, including a new entrance and the construction of a bell tower.  In 2006 a new foyer 
was added. 

The church is also important because it contributes to the continuity of the Broadway district.  
Built across from the Presbyterian Church and close to Broadway, the church is part of a 
historic streetscape. 
The church is notable for its simple design with modest Gothic Revival details.  These 
include the ecclesiastical shape of the building, its steeply pitched roof and Gothic pointed-
arch windows on the church and the bell tower. 
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Character-Defining Elements 

• location on west side of 5th Avenue near Broadway 

• bell tower with cross 

• Gothic pointed-arch windows with wooden tracery detail 

• interior features including altar and original priest’s quarters 
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Nakusp Court House 

  
Courtesy Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Nakusp Court House is a one-storey wood frame building, placed on a raised concrete 
basement.  Constructed in 1909-10 on the north side of Broadway Avenue as a Provincial 
Government Building, containing court chambers, offices for a mining recorder and police, 
and jail cells, the Nakusp Court House is the last wooden court house to be constructed in 
British Columbia and the only one still in use today. 

Heritage Value 
The Nakusp Courthouse is valued for its association with the early development of the West 
Kootenay region of British Columbia and the Provincial Government presence in Nakusp.  
Although the town had a mining recording office and customs office as early as 1893, 
government administration was centred in Nelson.  By 1909 immigration from Europe and 
eastern Canada led to growth in the agricultural and forestry sectors.  The Board of Trade 
was formed that year, led by Tom Abriel, CPR agent and prominent Conservative.  When 
Premier McBride visited Nakusp in June of 1909 he was persuaded to proceed with a new 
government building.  Five lots were purchased on Broadway and a contract let in September 
with completion required by the end of January 1910. 

Although much more modest than the courthouses in Revelstoke and Nelson, the Nakusp 
Courthouse is valued as a landmark building in Nakusp, continuing to emphasize the 
importance of Broadway as the main street.  It formed part of an important streetscape 
comprising the opera house and the Masonic block.  The Courthouse’s design, with its 
steeply pitched hipped roof and side pavilions and raised basement, make the building more 
dramatic than its one storey height.  The continuity of public use over a century and the fact 
that this is the only pre-1912 wood-frame government building in the Province still in public 
use has been a source of pride to the community, as evidenced by the public outcry when the 
Province proposed the sale of the building in 1991. 
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Court facilities remained in the building until 1951.  They were re-instated in 1961.  The 
interior has been renovated several times, including the moving of the court chamber.  In 
addition to its association with the administration of justice, the building served various 
social functions over the years.  One was as a repository for library books when the Nakusp 
Library was closed during the Depression. 
The Nakusp Courthouse is valued for its association with its architect, Evered Criddle (1859-
1910).  Criddle was trained in London.  He was employed as a draftsman in the B.C. 
Department of Public Works and was appointed to the newly created post of Supervising 
Architect for the Province in April 1909.  While he designed a number of Provincial 
buildings, the Nakusp Courthouse is the only one extant. It is likely that George Keys 
prepared the drawings. 
The Nakusp Courthouse is also valued for its association with the contractor, W. G. Gillett.  
Gillett was a prominent contractor in Nelson who built many commercial and residential 
projects, and had constructed the monumental courthouse there in 1906.  He served two 
terms as Mayor in Nelson.  In 1910 he moved to Vancouver, where he built the Vancouver 
arena in 1911, which was the largest of its kind on North America at the time, and the first 
artificial ice rink in Canada. 
The Nakusp Courthouse is notable for its architectural design.  While it is a modest wood-
frame building, clad in siding, it has a complex hipped roof with two hipped pavilions 
framing a recessed entry, and originally had tall brick chimneys at either end of the main 
facade.  The restrained massing and symmetrical form conveyed a sense of dignity and 
authority, which fitted its formal government role.  Despite the replacement of the entry with 
a porch and the removal of the chimneys, the original form and exterior design details 
remain.  While the scale is that of a colonial bungalow, the architect has shown considerable 
skill in creating formalism akin to the English Renaissance architecture of Lutyens as 
expressed at Heathcote (Ilkley, Yorkshire, England, 1906).  Like Lutyens, Criddle has been 
able to create a dramatic and picturesque building in the classical tradition, which references 
the Arts and Crafts preoccupation with the use of local materials.  The original pairs of 
double-hung windows reinforce the symmetry of the building. 
Character-Defining Elements 

• the prominent location on Broadway 

• the restrained Classical Revival form of the building with symmetrical roof and window 
features 

• the use of wood frame construction and siding (and originally a shingle roof, now 
replaced with metal) 

• the 11 double hung windows 

• the raised concrete basement 

• the half-hipped roof and hipped pavilion roofs on either side of the entrance 
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• remaining interior features, including balustrade with turned spindles and posts on stairs 

• original drop siding, crown mouldings, brackets, and end boards 

• two large spruce trees planted in 1952 

• pedimented porch to rear basement entry 
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Nakusp Public Library and Nakusp & District Museum 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Nakusp Library and Museum is a converted two-room gabled wood-frame schoolhouse 
with a central entrance and basement.  The site includes the 1912 schoolhouse and external 
museum displays from the paddlewheel era in Nakusp. 

Heritage Value 
This historic place’s value lies in the role it has played in the growth and social life of 
Nakusp as a school, library and municipal office.  In 1911 Nakusp was growing rapidly and 
the one room school was bursting at the seams.  The School Board obtained all the lots in 
block 11, and they paid CPR for some of these lots and commissioned a two-room school 
with a basement.  The school accommodated fifty students and had separate girls and boys’ 
activity rooms in the basement.  It also featured hinged seat desks and large blackboards. 
In 1957 the school was sold to the Nakusp Centennial Committee.  A plebiscite was held to 
determine future use of the building and it was agreed it would become a public library. The 
library opened as a centennial project in 1958 and the building was renamed the Centennial 
Building.  This was a significant step for the community as the library had lacked a 
permanent home for many years and was closed altogether from 1934 to 1950.  Part of the 
upstairs became the Village office after incorporation in 1964. Prior to the Village setting up 
offices, there were meetings, square dances, and other entertainments in the building.   In 
1967 the Nakusp and District Museum started in the lower level. In 2005 the Village offices 
moved out and the library expanded into the vacant space.  

The building’s design reflects the Provincial role in establishing education standards and 
assisting communities in meeting their educational needs.  The school was a standard two-
room schoolhouse as laid out by the Department of Lands and Works.  It is a rectangular one-
storey wood frame structure with a hipped roof and a central gabled porch.  This plan was 
designed to accommodate two classes of 50 students each.  Banks of windows were designed 
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to provide maximum natural light.  The plan included a basement for separate boys and girls’ 
rooms.  The Department would determine the orientation of the building and the 
specifications for blackboards and desks. 
Character-Defining Elements 

• the downtown location of the school on the west side of 6th Avenue 

• the single storey form and massing of the building 

• hipped roof 

• central porch 

• fenestration, including banks of windows for the classrooms 

• cladding of lap siding 

• external paddle wheeler displays, including the steam whistle and steering wheel of the 
S.S. Minto and the paddlewheel of the S. S. Revelstoke 
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Masonic Block/Treasure Trove 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Masonic Block is a large two-storey wood frame commercial block located on the north 
side of Broadway in Nakusp.  Built in 1922, it contains a Masonic Lodge upstairs and a retail 
store on the main floor. 

Heritage Value 
The Masonic Block is valued for its association with the Masonic Order that constructed the 
building in 1922 and with individuals associated with the Masons.  These included George 
Keys, who designed and supervised the construction of the building.  Keys was born in 1868 
in Ontario.  He came to Nakusp to work as a carpenter in the shipyards and was noted for the 
quality of his finishing work.  Other prominent early citizens involved in the Lodge included 
W. E. Marshall, F. W. Jordon, H. L. Rothwell, A. E. Haig, A. V. Carlston and J. Sneddon.  
The interior of the upstairs was designed as the Lodge meeting rooms.  It contains original 
panelling, coloured glass in the windows, furnishing, and Masonic symbols. 
The Masonic Block is also valued for its Beaux Arts architecture.  The front façade of the 
building, facing Broadway is divided into three bays by monumental pilasters, rendered in 
board, which reach from the ground to the cornice line.  There are additional pilasters at each 
corner of the building.  The arrangement of window and door openings is symmetrical. The 
flat roof has wide overhanging eaves decorated with large brackets at the head of the pilasters 
and modillions between them.  The upstairs double-hung windows are arched, with a 
fanlight, in the Beaux Arts style.  This style of architecture was particularly favoured by the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce, one of the original tenants in the main floor of the building.  
The original narrow board siding has been stuccoed. 

The Masonic Block is a testament to the emerging importance of Broadway as the 
predominant commercial street in Nakusp.  In the post-WWI period businesses began 
moving from the waterfront on Bay Street up to Broadway.  In 1922 a fire destroyed many 
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buildings on Bay Street.  The new Masonic Block, the largest building in Nakusp at the time, 
ensured this trend was irreversible.  The Post Office, which had been on Bay Street, and the 
Bank of Commerce moved into the main floor of the new building.  This was a period of 
economic growth as the two major lumber manufacturers, Nakusp Lumber Co., and White 
Pine Lumber Co. could not keep up with demand.  The Nakusp Electric Light and Power 
Company was formed in 1920.  A municipal water system was installed in 1923. 

Character-Defining Elements 

• original panelling, furniture, and Masonic symbols in the upstairs Lodge 

• the monumental two-storey rectangular form and massing of the building 

• the symmetrical pattern of openings in the façade 

• fenestration, including round-headed windows with coloured fanlights in the arches 

• accentuated cornice line with brackets and modillions   
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Reawakening Health & Prima Materia 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Edwards Block is a one-storey wood-frame commercial building located on a corner lot 
on the south side of Broadway at 4th Avenue, in Nakusp.  Built in 1921-23, the building has a 
false front on the main façade and two side facades. 

Heritage Value 
Completed in 1923, the Edwards Block is valued for its important role in attracting 
businesses to Broadway and in establishing the street’s pre-eminence as the major 
commercial street in Nakusp.  Since 1892, when the town was founded, there had been 
competition between Bay Street and Broadway.  The businesses in this building, which 
included a doctor’s office, drug store, and telephone office, complemented the post office and 
bank nearby. With a large false front on the east, west, and south facades, the Edwards Block 
appeared to be full two stories high, with a wide canopy above the first storey to protect 
pedestrians from rain and snow.  Large display windows attracted customers, and a corner 
entry emphasized the strategic location of the building at a prominent intersection, facing the 
War Memorial, and close to the major hotels.  The two storey wooden pilasters dividing the 
building into bays, and the wide overhanging roof with large modillions created the 
impression of a much more substantial building.  The establishment of Nakusp’s first 
government telephone office in the building in 1923 is a reflection of the growth of the 
region, as is the history of the business that has been housed in the block since its 
construction.  Many of these have been health-related, including drug stores, which operated 
from 1923 to 1976 and health food stores, which have been in business from 1976 to the 
present day.   

The Edwards Block is also valued for its association with Lewis J. Edwards, a prominent 
businessman who immigrated to Canada from Wales.  He first worked for the CPR and was 
elected a Director of the Society of Notaries of B.C. in 1890, the second commissioned 
member in the Province.  Edwards was active in the Board of Trade, Knights of Pythias, and 
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St. Mark’s Anglican Church.  He was active in many businesses, including insurance, real 
estate, as a Dominion telephone agent, and newspaper correspondent.  In 1928 he played an 
important role in convincing the CPR to allow lots to go on the open market for the first time 
in 35 years, breaking their monopoly on real estate in Nakusp. 

The survival of the Edwards Block as a commercial building is notable.  It is an important 
component of Nakusp’s array of wooden buildings with false fronts.  Their construction in 
wood is a reflection of the region’s dependence on the timber industry and of the values of 
entrepreneurs who wished to create a sense of more substantial buildings without using more 
expensive brick or stone building materials.  While this approach to commercial main streets 
was typical of boomtown architecture throughout the west in the late Victorian era, its 
continuation into the 1920’s in Nakusp is unusual, a reminder that while the early 1920’s was 
a period of considerable economic growth, it followed a decade of economic stagnation in 
the West Kootenays.   
Character-Defining Elements 

• the prominent corner location of the building on the south side of Broadway 

• the massing of the building with large false fronts on three facades 

• lap siding 

• large display windows 

• cut-away corner entrance 

• pilasters dividing the building into bays 

• wide overhang on roof with large modillions  
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Nakusp General Store 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
Nakusp General Store is a one storey wood-framed commercial building located on the south 
side of Broadway in Nakusp.  The site comprises an end-gabled building, with a false front, 
constructed in 1924, and a flat-roofed addition constructed in 1950. 

Heritage Value 
Originally built as Lodge’s Ice Cream Parlour, this historic place is valued for its  
contribution to the commercial success of Broadway as the primary business street in  
Nakusp.  The owners, Amy and Ted Lodge, had previously operated the business on Bay  
Street.  By the early 1920’s businesses were moving to Broadway.  This building  
was completed shortly after the Masonic Block and the Edwards Block brought the post 
office, Bank of Commerce, and a drug store to Broadway.  The store has  
continued to house a succession of businesses that reflect the growth and evolution of 
Nakusp.  The ice cream business endured until the late 1950’s when the store evolved into a 
grocery store.  In 1950 the one-storey addition was constructed as a frozen food locker.  
Renovated in 1980 as a sporting goods store, the building became a general store in 1987, its 
current use.  

The Nakusp General Store is valued for its simple boomtown architecture that contributes to 
the continuity of commercial buildings on Broadway.  Like many of its 1920’s 
contemporaries, this site was constructed as an end-gabled store with a false front added to 
create a heightened sense of monumentality and permanence.  The Edward Block and 
Nakusp General Store thus served similar functions, adding to the stature of Broadway.   
Character-Defining Elements 

• the one storey massing of the store on the south side of Broadway 

• the one storey flat-roofed addition including large display windows 
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• the false-front on the end-gabled portion of the store 

• the continuity of commercial use 
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What’s Brewing on Broadway? 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
What’s Brewing is a one-storey wood-frame end-gabled commercial building located on 
south side of Broadway in Nakusp.  Constructed in 1926 as a pool hall, it is dominated by a 
large false front. 

Heritage Value 
The heritage value of What’s Brewing lies in the contribution it makes to the continuity of 
the historic streetscape of Broadway.  Built in 1926, it is a late example of a false-fronted 
commercial building.  However, its design is similar to earlier false-fronted buildings on 
Broadway.  The low end-gabled structure has a central entrance with large windows on either 
side.  The wooden false front rises to a full two-storey level.  Decorative brackets decorate its 
wooden capping.  This form of architectural embellishment was intended to enhance the 
scale of pioneer buildings and evoke a more urban landscape typical of the brick and stone 
buildings of larger cities.  The exterior is virtually unaltered from the date of its construction. 
What’s Brewing is also valued for its association with social life in the 1920’s.  It was built 
as a pool hall and barbershop by J. S. Morrison.  Typical of such establishments, it featured a 
barber’s chair and tobacco counter in front, with pool tables in the rear.  Children were not 
permitted in the pool hall, so it was partitioned from the front, where confectionaries were 
dispensed.  A window allowed those under 19 to glimpse the attractions within. 

What’s Brewing is further valued for its association with Dr. Fred Maxfield, who purchased 
the pool hall in 1953 and converted into a health centre.  The building was renovated to 
provide living quarters for his nurse, a doctor’s office, examination room, and a dentist’s 
office.  Dr. Maxfield practiced here until his death in 1970.   

What’s Brewing is a testament to the continuing commercial success of Broadway.  It has 
been used for a wide variety of businesses since its original use as a pool hall and barber’s 
shop.    After 1970 it was used as doctor’s offices, a beauty salon, a chiropractor, a Provincial 
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welfare office, a delicatessen, a clothing store, an office supply, a flower shop, a shoe store, 
and an arts and craft supply store, as well as the current use as an eating establishment. 

Character-Defining Elements 

• the location of the building on the south side of Broadway at the corner of 5th Avenue 

• the one-storey scale and massing of the building  

• the prominent false-front rising above the end gable 

• the large display windows and central entrance 
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Legion Hall 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Nakusp Legion Hall is a two-storey side-gabled wood frame institutional building of the 
west side of 4th Avenue in downtown Nakusp.  Built in 1932 as a community centre and 
Canadian Legion clubhouse, it continues to serve these functions today. 

Heritage Value 
The Nakusp Legion Hall’s value lies in its association with the social development of Nakusp 
and the spirit of volunteerism in the community over the decades.  Built in 1932 with a large 
contingent of volunteer labour, the Legion Hall has been used as a venue for community 
events since that date.  With dimensions of 100 feet by 46 feet wide and 20 feet high (30.5 x 
14 x 6.1 meters), it was a large building suited to a wide variety of public uses.  The high 
ceiling and balconies made it a venue for competitive sports, including basketball, 
badminton, tumbling, boxing, and wrestling.  The spacious interior and large stage on the 
west end made it popular for dances, fairs, conventions, weddings, and other community 
gatherings.  The edge-grain fir floor was installed by expert carpenters and polished by local 
boys.  The official opening on May 20, 1932 included a parade, decorations on commercial 
buildings, bands, a ball game, dinner, dance and speeches.  Some 900 tickets were sold for 
the event.  The building was dedicated to fallen soldiers from the Great War. 
The Hall was fitted with projectors to show movies, serving as the town’s movies theatre 
until the mid-1950s.  It was granted a license to serve beer in October of 1932, attracting 
large crowds to its dances and July 1 celebrations.  Although it has been altered and 
extended, the building still serves the community for public events and dances.  It retains its 
lounge and Legion clubrooms upstairs. 
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Character-Defining Elements 

• the two-storey massing and scale of the building 

• original shingled end-gable with octagonal ventilation window, returned eaves, and gable 
truss 

• edge-grained fir floor 
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True North Forestry/Pine Lodge 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
Pine Lodge is a two-storey wood-framed office building on the north side of Broadway.  
Built in 1933 as a rooming house, it is side-gabled with stucco over the original lap siding. 
Heritage Value 
Pine Lodge is valued as one of Nakusp’s first rooming houses and a centre for visiting 
professionals.  Built by Bert and Ethel Fowler, Pine Lodge replaced an earlier facility on 
Lake Avenue.  Pine Lodge had a dining room and sitting room on the main floor, with 10 
bedrooms upstairs.  Two cabins were built behind the building and three more were added 
later. 
The rooming house was used by business travellers, teachers, nurses, and visitors from other 
communities on the Arrow Lakes.  It was popular with visitors who did not want to stay at 
hotels with beer parlours.  The Lodge was known for its social atmosphere, and the large 
sitting room had a piano.  It remained a centre of hospitality until 1967 when the owner died.  
It was renovated in 1981 under a new owner.  It housed a real estate office until 1992 when it 
was leased to a forestry consulting company. 
Pine Lodge is also notable for its visual contribution to the Broadway streetscape.  The 
residential scale and massing of the building is unusual on a commercial street.  The side-
gabled roof with returned eaves and the central entrance porch enhance the residential 
character of the building.  Internally, the building retains some of its hardwood floors, its 
hardwood stairway, doors, and trim. 
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Character-Defining Elements 

• the two-storey massing and scale of the building 

• the side-gabled roof  

• returned eaves 

• interior hardwood floors, stairway, doors, doorframes, and trim 
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Cut-Rite Meats 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
Cut Rite Meats 

The Cut Rite Meats building is a former Imperial Oil Service Station converted to retail use.  
It is a gabled wood frame building with a stuccoed false front located on the south side of 
Broadway in Nakusp.  The site includes the former bus station depot next door. 
Heritage Value 
The Cut Rite Meats building is valued for its service station architecture.  Constructed in the 
1940’s as an Imperial Oil garage and service station, the building is a one-storey side-gabled 
wood frame structure to which a stucco façade has been added.  The roofline of the parapet 
includes a curved peak, which evokes the streamlined modern designs of the period, reflected 
both in architecture and in automobiles, ships and aeroplanes.  The intent of modern design is 
to give the feeling that streams of air could flow freely over them.  From the 1920s to the 
1940s the style was used in service stations and automobile sales offices to evoke the 
freedom and independence of automobile travel.  The site originally had two Esso pumps in 
front and a free standing Imperial sign, as well as a fascia “Imperial Service Garage” sign 
and a fascia “Bus Station” sign on the small building to the north. 

This building retains the pattern of windows and doorways from its use as a service station.  
These include large plate glass windows for the office facing Broadway with three bays of 
service doors for vehicle entrance to the repair area.  Further service doors are located on the 
west side of the building.  The front façade has been clad in vertical board and a canopy has 
been placed above the windows. 
The Cut Rite Meats building illustrates the growth in the popularity of the automobile and the 
facilities required to service that growth.  Early automobiles were filled manually with cans 
from bulk tanks.  The advent of underground storage tanks and mechanical pumps was a 
significant innovation that allowed the construction of safe fuelling facilities in urban centres.  
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The first gas stations were located near business districts.  By the 1920’s companies were 
using gas station design to reflect their corporate identify and as a platform for advertising.  
This trend expanded in the 1930’s when the Depression forced gasoline companies to expand 
their services by including automobile repair and expanding display space to sell more 
product lines.  By 1928 Imperial Oil had evolved three standard plans for different urban 
contexts (business districts, urban residential, small town and leased property).  This site was 
developed as a garage and Esso service station by James Hakeman in the 1920’s.  The 
Greyhound depot started in the 1931, continuing until the 1960’s when Mr. Hakeman retired. 

Character-Defining Elements 

• the location of the station on the south side of Broadway in downtown Nakusp -the one 
storey side-gabled massing of the building 

• the vernacular architecture with attached front façade 

• the pattern of window and door openings including large display windows and service 
doors 

• attached bus waiting room 
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Spicer’s Farm 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Nakusp 2010  

Description of Historic Place 
Spicer’s Farm comprises a farmstead on the waterfront of Nakusp.  The historic place 
includes an 1897 house and a variety of farm buildings constructed from the early 1900’s to 
the 1930s.  

Heritage Value 
Spicer’s Farm is valued for its contribution to the economic life of Nakusp since 1904 when 
Sam Henry, who had a laundry on Bay Street bought two large lots east of Nelson Avenue, 
where he expanded the market garden operation he had started in 1893.  He supplied the 
steamboats and residents with vegetables and fruit.  He had four wives and employed twenty 
Chinese workers.  After he died in 1912, his widow ran the business for ten years.  It was 
then bought by Phil and Clem Buesnel, brothers from the Isle of Wight, who operated the 
farm until 1948.  They put in a dairy and called it Bay View Dairy. 

In 1948 the farm was bought by Chris Spicer.  His wife Jean was a botanist who created 
habitat on the farm to attract birds, dried and sold flowers, and painted.  Their daughter Janet 
continues to run the business as an organic farm.   
This historic place is further valued for its vernacular farm buildings that were built on the 
property from the early 1900’s until the mid 1930’s and for the farm house that was moved to 
the site from the waterfront. In 1897 Jack Genelle built a one and one half storey end gabled 
vernacular cottage on the mill property.  The cottage was moved up the hill to its present 
location in 1906.  It is notable that the cottage was built with lumber from the Genelle mill, 
including its drop siding cladding, late-Victorian spindle work porch supports, decorative 
gable truss, and decorative fretwork.  The fretwork was made by Mr. Goupille, a relative of 
the Genelle’s.  Other farm buildings include a dairy barn built in the 1930’s, a milk house, 
and storage sheds. 
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Spicer’s farm is also valued for its association with the changes to the Nakusp waterfront 
since 1892.  The Genelle mill, near the property, was one of the area’s earliest businesses and 
was closely linked with the construction of the CPR railway to Three Forks, with building 
construction in the new town site, and with the shipbuilding industry.  The survival of this 
site as the last market garden on the waterfront is important because it is a link to an era 
when agriculture was a prevalent land use on the Arrow Lakes.  The farm is also linked to the 
flooding of the waterfront to create the reservoir for the Arrow Lakes dams in 1969.  Over 
half of the productive farmland on the property was submerged. 

Character-Defining Elements 

• the location of the farm between the village and the lake 

• the layout of vernacular farm buildings in a clustered farmstead 

• productive agricultural land 

• landscape of planted fruit trees, shrubs, and flowers 

• 1897 pioneer cottage with late-Victorian decoration 

• 1930’s dairy barn with two storage silos and full milking setup 

• milk house 
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Nakusp Waterfront Walkway 

  
SS Rossland on the ways 1909-1910 Nakusp waterfront pre-flood 1950ʼs 
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society 

 
Waterfront walkway Nakusp 2010 

Description of Historic Place 
The Nakusp Waterfront Walkway is a one km (3280 ft) long paved pathway extending along 
the top of a steep embankment above the Arrow Lakes.  The site includes the walkway, 
memorial benches, trees and gardens, all constructed in the 1990’s, and an engineered 
soil/cement wall constructed in 1967 extending from the walkway to the lake. 

Heritage Value 
The Nakusp Waterfront Walkway is valued for its association with the process of human 
settlement in the West Kootenays. Native peoples had enjoyed the peaceful bay and level 
camping ground for thousands of years. With the advent of silver, lead and zinc mining in the 
Kootenays in the late 1880’s, this site was well suited for a port to take ore by water to 
American smelters.  By the early 1890’s steamboats were plying the Arrow Lakes.  The 
Summit Lake trail was built in 1892.  That same year the CPR and Columbia and Kootenay 
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Steamship Navigation Company began clearing land for a town site.  The CPR owned most 
of the waterfront, establishing a station at lake level.  Genelle’s mill was started on the 
waterfront.  During the next decade hotels were established at the top of the hill and 
extensive shipbuilding facilities were established below.  Bay Street, at the foot of the hill 
became the first commercial street.  By the 1920’s Broadway had replaced Bay Street as the 
main commercial area, but the industrial waterfront remained active until the mid-1950’s, 
evolving from an economy based on mining and the railway to one associated with logging. 
The Walkway is also valued for its association with the transformation of the Arrow Lakes 
through the construction of dams after the signing of the Columbia River Treaty in 1964.  
Between 1965 and 1968 B.C. Hydro removed all structures from the Nakusp waterfront.  The 
slope above the waterfront was graded and packed with sand and a soil cement barrier was 
constructed in 1967.  In 1969 the lakes were dammed to the 1460-foot (445 m) level. The 
historic waterfront of Nakusp was flooded, including the industrial area, Bay Street, and 
productive farmland.   

The Walkway is also an expression of the determination of Nakusp’s citizens to develop 
public access to their waterfront and to commemorate its historical significance.  This 
determination was first expressed during the era of CPR ownership of the waterfront, when 
village residents argued for greater public access and the setting aside of a swimming beach.  
During the period of the Columbia River Treaty there were further calls for compensation for 
the physical and economic losses of flooding.  The Walkway was part of a plan by civic 
leaders to establish public access and amenities, to encourage healthy lifestyles, and to 
enhance tourism.  Walkway planning began in the late 1980’s and construction continued 
through the 1990’s.  Funding came from B.C. Hydro, the Province, and local service clubs.  
The rose garden arbour below the Leland Hotel was planted and maintained for years by 
Chris and Jean Spicer and dedicated to them in 1996.  Ray Nikkel installed the remaining 
extensive gardens along the walkway. The Walkway contains numerous memorial benches 
and trees, creating a link to the human history of the Village. 
Character-Defining Elements 

• asphalt walkway 

• stairways connecting walkway to ends of avenues 

• soil cement embankment below the walkway 

• extensive gardens 

• memorial trees and benches 
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Nakusp Hot Springs 

  
Courtesy of Arrow Lakes Historical Society Site drawing 2010 

 Courtesy Affirming Workplace Solutions 

 
Courtesy of Horizon2Horizon 2010  

Description of Historic Place 
Nakusp Hot Springs comprises a 100-hectare (245-acre) parcel of land owned by the Village 
of Nakusp and the 8.5-kilometer (5.3 miles) Kuskanax Creek trail on Crown Land linking the 
Hot Springs site to the Village of Nakusp. The Hot Springs contain several hot mineral 
springs, a public spa building and pools, and hiking trails.  It also includes a suspension 
bridge over Kuskanax Creek, piping, and concrete structures at the original source. 
Heritage Value 
Nakusp Hot Springs is valued for its association with spa development in the Kootenays.  
Like other hot springs in the region, Nakusp Hot Springs was likely visited by native people 
before European settlement. Following development of the hot springs in Banff in the late 
1880’s, plans sprung up for commercial and tourist development at Halcyon Hot springs and 
St. Leon Hot Springs on the Arrow Lakes.  Application was made for 160 acres around the 
Nakusp Hot Springs in 1894.  Local residents objected to private ownership and the claim 
was rejected.  However, three years later a mineral claim was staked for 40 acres around the 
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springs.  The owners intended to pipe the water to a hotel in Nakusp.  Further public 
opposition led to the project being dropped.  In 1912 a trail was built to connect the hot 
springs to Nakusp, and is currently called the Kuskanax Creek trail.  This opened the site to 
access by horse and pack train.  By 1916 a log structure had been built over the original rock 
pools and cabins and tents were being advertised at the site.  In the 1920’s there were further 
efforts to commercialize the site, and the subsequent public protest led to the creation of a 
Provincial Park.  A Board of Commissioners was established to operate the site.  In 1928 the 
Farmers Institute raised funds throughout the West Kootenays for a concrete pool, 
community kitchen and cabins. 
In 1967 the site was reclassified as a Class A Provincial Park.  Five years later the Province 
provided funds to build a new pool and to improve road access.  The new facilities were 
opened in 1974.  In 1992 the Province removed the Class A park status by order in Council 
and transferred title of 168 acres of land containing the springs source to the Village of 
Nakusp. The Village leased the remaining 77-acre parcel containing the pool facility until 
2003, when they purchased it from the province. The Village improved the facilities, 
culminating in major repairs in 2005 and 2006. 

The site is further valued as a testament to the tenacious efforts of Nakusp citizens to 
maintain public ownership of the hot springs.  These efforts began in the 1890’s and continue 
today.  H. W (Bert) Herridge was prominent in leading these efforts.  He helped build the 
first Government trail in 1911, was on the first Board of Commissioners, and led the 
campaign to create a Provincial Park.  Other individuals and community organizations 
volunteered to build and maintain facilities at the hot springs and to develop access to the 
site.  Groups such as the Board of Trade were active in public campaigns against private 
ownership of the water supply and the land. 

Nakusp Hot Springs is also notable for the architecture of its striking circular pool and semi-
circular pool building, constructed in 1972.  The building is a modernist design with large 
curved glass windows, laminated beams, and a saddleback roof.  The pool deck and retaining 
wall use natural rock from the site.  The horizontal emphasis of the structure, the use of 
natural materials, and the round shape are intended to create harmony with the natural 
surroundings.   

Character-Defining Elements 

• the role the site has played as a public amenity over the past century 

• the modernist design of the pool facility 

• the circular plan and horizontal massing of the pool facility 

• the use of laminated beams, curved glass, and natural rock in the design of the pool 
facility 

• the design of the chalets on the site, including the use of steeply pitched roofs with cedar 
shakes  
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• the historic pool structures, including the source concrete box and the old concrete pool at 
the source 

• the suspension bridge over Kuskanax Creek 

• natural surroundings including Kuskanax Creek, mature cedars, lady ferns, devils club, 
and lichens 

• historic Kuskanax Creek trail to Nakusp 
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Cowan House  

  
Nakusp 2010  

Description of Historic Place 
The Cowan House is a one and one half storey pioneer house located on south side of 
Broadway in Nakusp.  Constructed in 1895, it is an end-gabled wood-frame structure with a 
full porch and offset entry. 
Heritage Value 
The Cowan House’s heritage value lies in its intact expression of a vernacular pioneer house.  
The one and one half end-gabled form is typical of houses of the era.  The house faces 
directly onto Broadway.  It is decorated by a full front porch with original fretwork, porch 
rails, and brackets.  The double-hung windows are also original. 

The Cowan House is also valued for its association with the Cowan family whose 
descendants continue to reside there after more than a century.  The house was built by 
Joseph Goupille, using materials provided by the Genelle brothers, owners of a large lumber 
mill on the waterfront. Elizabeth Goupille married Alfred Cowan, a foreman and sign painter 
at the CPR shipyard. They moved into the house in 1906, after ‘Grandma’ Mary Genelle left, 
and raised their family there.  Their son Stan moved into the house in 1969.  His widow 
Dorie still resides there.  Stan Cowan was Nakusp’s postmaster and served on the Village 
Council.  One of their children, Bill Cowan, served as Mayor. 

The Cowan house is also valued for the continuity of its presence on Broadway for over a 
century.  Essentially unaltered, the house retains a strong relationship with the street and 
evokes an era when business owners and their employees lived near the mills and shipyards 
where they worked and a time when commercial blocks and residences shared the main 
street. 
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Character-Defining Elements 

• the one and one half storey massing of the house 

• the orientation of the house with its entrance facing Broadway 

• vernacular design, including rear extensions 

• drop siding 

• double-hung windows 

• full width porch with decorative porch rails, fretwork decoration, and brackets 
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Maxfield House/Old Moseley House 

 
Nakusp 2010  

Description of Historic Place 
The Moseley House is a one-storey hipped-roof cottage located on north side of Broadway in 
Nakusp.   
Heritage Value 
The Moseley House is valued for its association with William Moseley, an Englishman who 
came to British Columbia in 1905, first to Fernie and then to Burton.  In 1924 Mr. Moseley 
acquired eight lots on Broadway.  He cleared them and constructed a house and hothouses for 
a commercial nursery. He was esteemed as an expert horticulturalist.  He was also active in 
the community, helping to start the Co-Op and assisting in the annual Nakusp Fall Fair. 
The Moseley House is also valued for its cottage architecture and its design elements.  The 
house is a hipped cottage with a half-width front porch and a central pedimented entry.  An 
oval arch accents the entry and the porch is decorated with a balustrade and spindle work.  
There is a bay on the west façade.  The windows are double-hung except for the large front 
picture window, which has 16 lights above the 3 main panes. 

The design of the house is an Edwardian cottage with elements of a Queen Anne Revival 
Victorian cottage.  Although late for either of these designs, the design is not unusual for the 
West Kootenays where earlier styles persisted for several decades beyond their popularity in 
other British Columbia towns.  The effect of the house and its extensive gardens is one of an 
essential Englishness.  The house is also notable for its use of recycled construction materials 
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from the late-Victorian ghost town of Phoenix, from which Moseley retrieved two rail-car 
loads of building materials. 

The Moseley House is further valued for its contribution to the historical continuity of the 
Broadway streetscape.  The house and grounds, relatively unaltered since 1924, evoke an era 
when residences were found on the main street near its commercial centre. 
Character-Defining Elements 

• the one-storey scale and massing of the house 

• mature gardens and ornamental trees 

• porch and archway 

• decorative balustrades and spindle work 

• double-hung windows 

• picture windows with multiple lights 

• bay projection 

• hipped roof 
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Appendix I: By-law of Council 
Heritage Commission Bylaw 625, 2010 

BYLAW NO. 625, 2010 

A bylaw to establish a Heritage Commission, pursuant to s. 953 of the Municipal Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1997, c. 323 

The Council of The Village of Nakusp in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows: 

1. Title 

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Heritage Commission Bylaw, 2010”, No. 625, 
2010 

2. Commission Establishment 

There is hereby established a commission known as the Heritage Commission hereinafter 
referred to as the “Commission”. 

4. Definitions 

 In this Bylaw 

 “Administrative Representative” means a staff member assigned by the Village 
Administrator to assist the Commission in a non-voting advisory and resource capacity. 

 “Alternate” means a Council member appointed to serve in the capacity of the Council 
representative on the Commission in the absence of the Commission’s Council 
representative. 

 “Council” means the Council of the Village of Nakusp. 

 “Member” or “Members” means a duly appointed member or members of the Commission. 
 “Meeting” or “Meetings” means a meeting or meetings of the Commission. 
  
5. Composition and Membership of Commission 
  
5.1 The Commission shall be composed of a minimum of five (5) members appointed by 
the Mayor as follows: 

• one (1) member of Council (and Council alternate) who shall be the Chair; 

• a minimum of four (4) members from the Village at large who shall be residents of the 
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Village and who may have knowledge of local history, local architecture, landscape 
architecture or building conservation and restoration; 

5.2 The term of appointment is one year. 
   
5.3 All members shall hold office until their successors are appointed and individuals can 
serve for up to four consecutive one year terms. 
  
5.5 Any member who is absent from two (2) consecutive regular meetings without leave of 
absence from the Commission or without reason satisfactory to the Commission shall 
forthwith cease to be a member and Council shall be advised by the Commission. 
  
5.6 Any member may resign upon sending a written notice to the Chair or Commission 
administrative representative. 
  
5.7 At the request of the Commission or on Council’s initiative, Council may remove or 
request the resignation of any member for malfeasance in office, or any other good and 
sufficient cause. 
  
5.8 No member shall receive compensation for services to the Commission, other than 
allowances for actual expenses incurred in the discharge of official duties for the 
Commission pursuant to current City policies. 
  
6. Purpose of Commission 

The Commission shall act as an advisory body to Council on matters relating to Nakusp’s 
natural and cultural heritage resources including, heritage buildings, sites and 
neighbourhoods. 

7. Duties and Powers of Commission  
  
7.1 The Commission shall: 

• submit an annual report to Council that summarizes activities over the past year; 

• develop and implement educational and public awareness programmes around issues of 
Heritage and Heritage Conservation which Council has approved for implementation; and 

• review issues and provide recommendations on matters relating to the conservation of 
local heritage resources when requested by Council. 

7.2 With the approval of Council the Commission may raise funds for local conservation 
projects. 
  
7.3 The powers delegated to the Commission do not include: 
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• the authority to authorize expenditures or to control budget funds except those provided 
for in the annual budget as approved by Council and in accordance with procedures 
approved by Council. 

• the authority to officially represent the Village to outside agencies, bodies, or other 
governments unless approved by Council. 

• the authority to pledge the credit of, or indebt the Village. 
  

8.  Procedures 

8.1 Meetings of the Commission shall be held on an as-required basis at a time agreeable to 
the members, generally on a monthly basis, with a minimum of four meetings annually, and 
at such other times as deemed necessary. 
8.2 Special meetings may be called by the Chair, or by a majority of members, giving at 
least twenty four (24) hours written notice to each member and the Administrative 
Representative which states the date, time, location, and purpose for which the meeting is 
being called. 
8.3 A majority of members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings. 
8.4 The minutes of the proceedings of all meetings shall be legibly recorded in a minute 
book.  The minutes shall be certified as correct by the Administrative Representative and 
Secretary, and shall be signed by the Chair, or other member presiding at such meeting, 
following their adoption.  Copies of the minutes shall be forwarded to Council and 
circulated to all members. 
8.5 Subject to the provisions of this Bylaw and the Municipal Act, the Commission shall 
have the power to prescribe its own rules of procedure which shall not be inconsistent with 
the rules of procedure or policies of Council. 
8.6 All members, including the Chair, shall have a vote on any question before it, and in all 
cases in the event of a tie, the motion shall be defeated.  Any member who abstains from 
voting shall be deemed to have voted in the affirmative. 
8.7 The Chair shall preserve order and decide all points of order which may arise, subject to 
an appeal by other members present. All such appeals shall be decided without debate. 
8.8 No act or other proceeding of the Commission shall be valid unless it is authorized by 
resolution at a regular or special meeting of the Commission. 
8.9 The Commission may establish sub-committees and shall advise Council of their 
purpose and composition. 
8.10 Should the Commission wish to appoint from among its members a representative to 
an external organization, prior approval of Council is required. 

9.  Personal Liability 

No member of the Commission shall be liable in the member’s personal capacity for any 
debt or liability of the Commission.  It is the responsibility of the Village to insure the 
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members against all liabilities related to fulfilling their responsibilities as a member. 
 
READ A FIRST TIME THE 12th DAY OF January 2010. 
READ A SECOND TIME THE 12th DAY OF January 2010. 

READ A THIRD TIME THE 9th DAY OF FEBRARY, 2010. 
 
ADOPTED THE 9th DAY OF FEBRARY, 2010. 
Signed by Karen Hamling 
________________________________ 
MAYOR 
Signed by Bob LaFleur 
________________________________ 
CLERK 
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